


Key Figures of the Group

  2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Business       

Sales € million 1,571.9 1,583.6 1,734.9 1,830.4 2,120.1

EBITDA 1 € million 331.2 315.9 338.9 373.1 464.5

EBITDA margin 1 in % 21.1 20.0 19.5 20.4 21.9

EBIT 1 € million 244.4 234.4 252.6 283.1 337.9

EBIT margin 1 in % 15.5 14.8 14.6 15.5 15.9

Net income 1 € million 133.5 146.5 157.5 172.3 211.6

Balance sheet total (as of December 31) € million 2,059.0 2,120.3 2 2,150.2 2 2,210.4 3,999.8

Capital ratio (as of December 31) in % 40.9 40.9 2 40.9 2 43.0 35.8

Investments (without M & A) € million 70.5 67.3 70.3 70.7 101.3

Net debt (incl. pension provisions and similar   
obligations) / EBITDA (as of December 31) 1 ratio 2.2 2.4 2 2.4 2 2.0 3.2

Research and development expenses 1 € million 107.9 107.6 113.8 127.0 138.9

Operating cash flow € million 235.1 200.9 219.5 274.8 343.2

       

Capital Market       

Shares issued as of balance sheet date millions 118.2 118.2 118.2 118.2 129.8

Share price at end of fiscal year (Xetra® closing price) in € 20.53 20.62 27.12 33.50 50.13

Market capitalization at end of fiscal year € million 2,426.1 2,436.7 3,204.9 3,958.8 6,507.5

Earnings per share 1 in € 1.13 1.24 1.33 1.46 1.69

Dividend per share in € 0.60 0.62 0.65 0.70 0.75 3

       

Environment       

Carbon dioxide emissions (Scope 1 and Scope 2) 4, 5 in t 254.44 251.61 240.51 226.00 205.13

Chemical oxygen demand (COD) in wastewater  4, 5 in t 5.96 6.47 5.73 5.68 4.88

Sensitive waste 4, 5 in t 21.97 18.74 16.51 14.99 15.54

       

Employees       

Employees (as of December 31) FTE 6 5,288 5,434 5,669 5,959 8,160

Fluctuation rate in % 5.1 5.5 5.3 4.4 4.8

Number of accidents MAQ 7 5.0 3.2 5.3 5.3 4.8

As a result of the combination of the business activities with Diana, only the key financial figures and numbers of employees are presented in the consolidated form.

1 Figures for 2014 normalized for transaction and integration costs as well as one-off valuation effects related to business combinations 
2 adjusted as a result of changes to accounting policies in 2012 
3 proposal 
4 per € m of value created 
5  In 2014, we redefined the calculation method for our consumption and emission values: We no longer calculate this data per ton of product, but rather per € m of value created.  

The values from the previous years have been adjusted accordingly. The underlying trend remains unchanged.
6 not including apprentices and trainees; FTE = Full Time Equivalent 
7 MAQ = Number of reportable accidents (> 1 working day) x 1 million/number of working hours 



Symrise has always been creating exciting taste and fragrance experiences – this  
is at the heart of our daily operations. With commitment and dedication, we develop 

the best possible concepts for our customers’ products. We do this so that 
 consumers around the world can enjoy the most common things of life, which often 

contain health-promoting or nurturing properties.

Symrise stands for diversity: for thousands of different  products, for  
a wealth of ideas and for people from different backgrounds who are interconnected 

and share values. Together we turn this diversity into a competitive advantage:  
We are creative, constantly striving to provide the highest quality and sustainability, 

fulfilling our motto of “always inspiring more...” day after day.
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Many of the renowned products that consumers around the world use in their kitchens or bath
rooms contain ingredients and substances from Symrise. These products release fragrances, 
 provide flavor, have nurturing properties or promote health. We make life more pleasant and 
 diverse: for the whole family, in every area of life and around the clock.



Every single day, we share values, live out our creativity 
and constantly pursue excellence and sustainability to 
fulfill our promise of “always inspiring more…”
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Dear Readers and Friends of the Company, 

The world of Symrise thrives on diversity. This is reflected in the roughly 30,000 products our com-
pany makes that delight the senses of consumers around the world, promote their health or offer 
them nurturing properties. It is seen in our dependence and use of nature’s diversity, which is re-
flected in the approximately 10,000 different raw materials we use to manufacture creative and 
 innovative fragrances, flavorings, cosmetic ingredients and nutritional ingredients. It is also seen  
in the 160 sales markets we serve around the globe.

We use the diversity in our company – the diversity of ideas, cultures, backgrounds, genders and 
ages – to develop unique concepts for our customers’ products and create unique experiences for 
 consumers. We see diversity as a competitive advantage and an essential basis for value creation, 
which is why we work hard to encourage it.

Growing through Diversity is the title of our corporate report 2014 and is also the main theme of 
the interviews and reports in the magazine section. There we report on sustainable raw material 
sourcing, the efficient use of resources and innovations from nature while also taking a closer look 
at the people behind Symrise, who form the backbone of our strong corporate culture on the basis  
of shared values.

You’ll find something new in our corporate report this year, with the addition of the sustainability 
 record. As a signatory of the United Nations Global Compact, we voluntarily committed ourselves to 
consistently upholding and implementing principles of responsible business. Alongside of this, the 
corporate report also contains extracts from the management report and the consolidated financial 
statements. This goes hand in hand with our integrated corporate strategy.

We can tell you this much up front: The 2014 fiscal year represented another very successful year for 
Symrise. We once again outperformed the market and achieved profitable growth. We exceeded the 
€ 2 billion mark in sales and set a new record with normalized net income of € 212 million. And  
we tapped into new growth potentials with the integration of the Diana Group and gained new com-
petencies – along with greater diversity.

We hope you enjoy reading our corporate report and this brief excursion in the world of Symrise.

Your Global Management Committee  

04 — The Global Management Committee
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S Y M R I S E ’ S  G L O B A L  M A N A G E M E N T  C O M M I T T E E

(from left to right) Achim Daub, President Scent & Care Worldwide • Bernd Hirsch, CFO • Dr. Heinz-Jürgen Bertram, CEO  

• Heinrich Schaper, Flavors Division • Dr. Jean-Yves Parisot, Diana Division • Dr. Norbert Richter, Aroma Molecules Division  

• Eder Ramos, Cosmetic Ingredients Division

“Our integrated corporate strategy aims at sustainable,  

profitable growth. To achieve this, we focus on cultivating a strong 

corporate culture that is based on shared values  
and cooperation.”
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Who We Are & 
What We Stand For
Symrise’s products provide exciting flavor and fragrance experiences and contribute  
to the health and well-being of consumers in 160 countries around the world. Innovation, 
 diversity and sustained success characterize our corporate development.

WHO WE ARE Symrise develops, produces and sells approx-
imately 30,000 fragrances and flavors and cosmetic ingredi-
ents based on roughly 10,000 mostly natural raw materials, in-
cluding vanilla, citrus products, onions, fish, meat or flower 
and plant materials. Further, we provide biofunctional and bio-
active ingredients and substances as solutions in the health 
and personal care application areas. Symrise is also character-
ized by its development of products with additional benefits – 
for instance reduced sugar or salt content or reduced levels of 
preservatives. Sustainable product solutions, based on the 
company’s expertise in green chemistry and white biotechnol-
ogy, are constantly at the forefront. 

The expansion of the Group in 2014 is further advancing the 
company’s development: With the acquisition of the French 
 Diana Group, Symrise is expanding into the highly attractive 
market segment for pet food and broadening its portfolio of 
natural raw materials. The inclusion of the Swedish Probi AB 
in the Symrise Group strengthens research and development  
in the area of probiotic, health-promoting food and nutritional 
supplements.

As of December 31, 2014, a total of 8,301 people were em-
ployed by the Symrise Group. Their hard work, passion and 
diversity are key to the company’s success.

WHAT WE STAND FOR Shared values are the basis for 
 common goals at Symrise. The employees of the Diana Group 
share these values and actively support the same goals. 

Sustainability is part of the business model at Symrise, as it 
creates tangible competitive advantages. 

The integrated corporate strategy is aimed at sustainable, 
profitable growth through processes that are continually made 
more efficient and a portfolio that helps satisfy the basic 
needs of a growing population in the areas of food, health and 
well-being. 

Together with the innovative strength that is typical of Symrise, 
its employees fulfill the company’s promise of “always inspiring 
more…” day after day.

V I S I O N

V A L U E S

Sustainability 

Growth Efficiency Portfolio

The Integrated  
Symrise Corporate Strategy
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Sweet Nova Household

HOW THE GROUP IS STRUCTURED The operating business 
breaks down into the two segments Flavor & Nutrition and 
Scent & Care. While Flavor & Nutrition consists of the two divi-
sions Flavors and Diana, Scent & Care contains the three di-
visions Fragrances, Cosmetic Ingredients and Aroma Molecules. 
The segments and divisions work closely together in order to 
make use of synergies and share knowledge.

The Group’s Corporate Center is located in Holzminden, Germa-
ny. The company has regional headquarters in France (Rennes), 
in the USA (Teterboro, New Jersey), Brazil (São Paulo) and Singa-
pore. With Symrise sites in more than 40 countries, the Group 
has a local presence in its most important sales markets. Our 
 direct proximity to customers and raw materials is equally ben-
efi cial to the continual increase in the company’s value, society 
and the environment.

Symrise

EVENT.
NEU
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2014 was a successful year for Symrise – in every area. We substantially 
increased sales and earnings in the operating business. With the ac-
quisition of the French Diana Group, we gained additional competencies 
and potential for growth. Comprehensive investments also promote 
the growth and effi  ciency of our business activities. Our sourcing was 
strengthened in accordance with the guidelines of backward integra-
tion,  biodiversity and social responsibility. We share our values along 
the entire value chain with employees and external partners.

What We 
Achieved in 2014
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2014 was a successful year for Symrise – in every area. We substantially 
increased sales and earnings in the operating business. With the ac-
quisition of the French Diana Group, we gained additional competencies 
and potential for growth. Comprehensive investments also promote 
the growth and effi  ciency of our business activities. Our sourcing was 
strengthened in accordance with the guidelines of backward integra-
tion,  biodiversity and social responsibility. We share our values along 
the entire value chain with employees and external partners.

What We 
Achieved in 2014

Employees
2,066 Diana employees became 

part of the Symrise team.
•

Employee turnover at a low 4.8 %.
•

Conducting a global study 
on diversity within the company.

•
“Future Generation Leadership 
 Development Program” further 

developed.

New Markets
Diana gives us a leading position 

on the market for pet food.
•

With Diana, Symrise gains com-
prehensive expertise in baby food.

•
Diana expands our expertise 

in food supplements and 
cosmetics with its know-how 

regarding phytoactives.

Partnerships
Framework program for the 

conservation of biodiversity with the 
Global Nature Fund (GNF) and the Union 

for Ethical BioTrade (UEBT).
•

Development partnership with the German Society 
for International Cooperation (GIZ) and Unilever for 

4,000 vanilla farmers in Madagascar.
•

With the Censo certifi ed lavandin we support 
2,000 farmers in Provence. A cooperation 

with the french CRIEPPAM research 
institute allows for a higher yield 

and quality.
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Business

What We Achieved in 2014 — 09

Business

Investments
Start of construction on a 

cogeneration plant, Holzminden.
•

Construction of a site in the 
Natura Ecoparque, Brazil.

•
Expansion of natural fl avor production, 

Holzminden.
•

Opening of a new extraction plant, 
Madagascar.

•
Opening ceremony for our 

fi rst subsidiary in West 
Africa (Nigeria).

Normalized 
earnings per share 1.69 €
+ 16 % compared to 2013 at an 
increased number of shares.

•
11,639,274 new shares were issued 

thanks to successful capital increases.
•

Dividend proposal for 2014 
of € 0.75 per share (+ 7.1 % 

compared to 2013).

Normalized 
EBITDA € 465 million 
+ 24 % compared to 2013

•
Normalized EBITDA Margin 21.9 %

•
Contribution from Scent & Care 

€ 223 million
•

Contribution from Flavor & 
Nutrition € 242 million

Sales 
€ 2,120 million

+ 16 % compared to 2013
•

12 % of global market share
•

47 % in the emerging  
markets

Sourcing 
About 7,000 smallholders 
supply Symrise with their 

vanilla. More than 34,000 people
in Madagascar benefi t from this.

•
With the takeover of Diana, we achieved 

our goal of 40 % backward integration with 
strategic raw materials.

•
70 % of our main suppliers are measured 

by sustainability criteria.
•

Our site in the Ecoparque, Brazil, will 
be supplied with plant seeds 

by about 2,000 families from 22 
surrounding communities.
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The Diana Group became a member of the Symrise family on July 8, 2014. 
The companies are similar in many ways: 

Joining
the Family

Diana: A Profi le
Diana is a worldwide leading player providing customized sen-
sorial and nutritional solutions based on natural ingredients to 
its customers in the Food, Pet Food, Nutraceuticals, Aquacul-
ture and Cosmetics industries. Diana’s unique expertise in bio-
sciences, its strong backward integration approach and major 
investments in innovation serve the performance of customers’ 
brands and bring additional benefi ts to the well-being of the 
whole family.

Like Symrise, the company headquartered in Rennes, 
France, has a broad network of international production 
sites and sales branches. Together, the two companies are 
represented in more than 40 countries – maintaining prox-
imity to customers as well as raw materials.  

Diana’s dynamic corporate culture thrives on diversity: Diana’s 
2,000+ employees are of 31 diff erent nationalities. 56 % of 
the employees in management positions are women. More than 
10 % of employees work in the areas of research & develop-
ment. Both companies look forward to a close cooperation 
especially in research & development.

• Agile customer orientation 
• Market-leading position with high growth potential
• Innovation as a growth driver
• Lighthouse projects in sustainability

Diana’s Products
Diana is the preferred partner of customers from all over 
the world for support in market positioning and creating value 
through six advantages:

• Solutions based on natural ingredients
• Additional sensory and nutritional benefi ts
•  Custom-tailored products driven by innovation and 

close partnerships 
• Unique know-how in biosciences processes
•  Supply security and traceability from a high level

of backward integration
•  Sustainable resource management and preservation 

of biodiversity

Symrise’s advancements in biotechnology and in patented 
 adsorption methods will allow for even more sustainable 
product solutions for customers – thereby further strength-
ening Diana’s portfolio and market dynamics. 

Diana – Performance from Nature
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01_Baby Food: total safety for future generations
02_Pet Food: brand performance 

and pet owner satisfaction
03+04_Diana Nova: a prospective approach to 

future leaderships through innovation
05_Integrated innovation driven 

by customer intimacy
06_Biosciences expertise through a large

 range of mastered technologies
07_Selecting the best of nature and  providing

 performance to customers
08_Sustainable sourcing: guarantying 

full traceability
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Benefits for the Group
The integration of Diana as an independent division of the 
Flavor & Nutrition segment provides Symrise with: 

•  Unique integrated capabilities to create sustained  
consumer preferences and customer value

•  Access to new markets position such as the pet food and 
baby food markets with a very strong market leadership 

• Strengthened portfolio of solutions based on natural ingredients 

•  Expansion of backward integration with respect to further 
taste competencies especially in fruit and vegetables

• Knowledge sharing platform in research & development
• New technologies
• Joint use of operational infrastructure

The corporate strategy and the product portfolio of Diana and 
Symrise supplement one another ideally. The merger of Diana 
and Symrise strengthens both companies.

Diana’s application areas enrich the Group’s portfolio  
with attractive product solutions:

Food
Diana Food enhances the culinary taste  
of savory applications, naturally colors 

beverages and confectionary goods, brings 
texture and visual impact to baby food and 

health actives to food supplements.

Pet Food
Diana Pet Food, the world’s leading  

partner committed to improving pet food 
performance, develops innovative solutions 

to increase the well-being of cats and  
dogs, and pet owner satisfaction.  

Nova
Diana Nova acts as an incubator,  

gathering new activities such as aquaculture 
and plant cell culture. Diana Aqua turns  
marine resources into bioactive solutions.  

DianaPlantSciences develops potent phytoac-
tives and tailored organoleptic solutions.

Our mission has always been creating good food and a great experience – good food that is sustainable,  
nutritious, healthy and trusted; a great experience that delights everyone in terms of flavor, aroma,  

texture, color and mouthfeel. Diana represents a natural evolution in this direction, adding distinctive sustainable, 
sensorial and nutritional performance capabilities to our range. Together we create sustained  

consumer preference and customer value.

Good Food 
 Great Experience

Sustainable

Natural

Nutritious

Flavor

Aroma

Mouthfeel

Appearance

Healthy

Trusted

Authentic

Texture
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The Swedish company Probi AB researches and develops in the area of probiotics 
and is an international leading manufacturer of probiotic cultures for beverages, 
milk products and nutritional supplements. Probiotics promote gastrointestinal 
health and strengthen the immune system.

Probi AB (= Aktiebolaget; Swedish for stock corpo-
ration), headquartered in Lund in southern Sweden, 
was added to the Symrise family on April 29, 2014, 
and is fully consolidated in Symrise’s consolidated 
financial statements. Symrise holds 49 % of the 
voting rights in Probi AB.

Symrise and Probi are working together to develop 
probiotics with health-promoting characteristics. 
The focus of the strategic collaboration is the devel-
opment of functional ingredients for oral care prod-
ucts. With the combination of Symrise’s know-how 
in the areas of sensory and functional ingredients 
and Probi’s wealth of experience in patented probi-
otics, completely new products with high-quality 
profiles can be developed for consumers – particu-
larly those that offer proven health benefits.

The global market for probiotics and probiotic food 
is constantly growing. In 2013, the market volume 
expanded by 5 % to € 23.6 billion.

The average adult has about 1 kg of bacteria in 
their body. Normally, the “good” and “bad” bacteria 
are more or less in balance. Unhealthy eating hab-
its can endanger this balance and cause illnesses 
of the digestive tract and cardiovascular system  
or result in diabetes. The bacteria developed by Probi 
counteract the negative consequences of our 
 modern lifestyles.

Probi sees itself as a profit-oriented research com-
pany. In their aim to develop the company into  
one of the world’s leading suppliers in the premium 
segment for probiotics, research and develop-
ment combine in a close and equal cooperation 
with marketing and sales.

Probi – First in Probiotics

75 kg

308
protected patents 
for probiotics and 
their application

35
Product sales in  

35 countries

20
% EBIT margin

27.0
EBIT: SEK 

27.0 million

135.2
Sales: SEK  

135.2 million

207
tons CO2 equivalents 
were offset by sup-

porting a forestation 
project in Malawi

The  
average adult  

has about

1 kg
of bacteria in  

their body

PROBI BY 
NUMBERS 2014



The Executive Board of Symrise AG has its eye on the long-term development of the 
company. The following pages provide an answer to the fundamental question “Where  
we are heading” – with a view to sustainable growth. CEO Dr. Heinz-Jürgen Bertram 
 highlights the most important points:

Where
We Are Heading

14 — Where We Are Heading



What are the guiding principles for the development of 
Symrise in the coming years or even decades?
Symrise operates in attractive and versatile markets that are con-
stantly facing new challenges. We battle for market share with 
very capable, established competitors. In this environment, we 
want to maintain and expand Symrise’s strong position to se-
cure the future of the company in the interest of our shareholders, 
employees, customers and suppliers. Constant innovation that 
 enhances the customer benefits of our products and product solu-
tions as well as the ongoing discovery of new business oppor-
tunities are major driving forces in this effort. Every year, we set 
ourselves the goal of growing faster than the relevant markets 
and thereby maintaining our high level of profitability, which pro-
vides us with strategic flexibility. 

But long-term business success is not possible without a conscious 
attitude and a coherent system of values. How do we treat each 
other within the company? What kind of relationship do we main-
tain with our customers? Are we acting responsibly towards the 
environment and society? Symrise has a solid foundation of val-
ues that is shared by all of its employees. “Sharing values” is 
not merely a motto for our Corporate Report – it is at the heart of 
our everyday experience. We derive goals from these values  
that we pursue with determination – see “Our 2020 Objectives” 
on the next two spreads.
 

The big news from the 2014 fiscal year was the acquisition 
of the French Diana Group. Why did Symrise decide to pur-
chase Diana and where are we heading from here?
Diana is one of the most attractive companies in the food ingre-
dients industry and an ideal fit for Symrise. With Diana, we are 
substantially expanding our portfolio of natural ingredients. 
Furthermore, we are opening up new areas of business, enlarging 
our backward integration for agricultural raw materials and 
thereby meeting the expectations of our customers regarding the 
traceability of ingredients. Diana is characterized by a high- 
quality product portfolio and customer base, high profitability and 
growth prospects stemming from its strong innovative ability. 
With the ongoing integration of Diana, we are creating a unique 
platform within the industry that gives us new opportunities for 
profitable growth beyond our previous target markets. Diana and 
Symrise are not only a perfect match regarding their economic 
 aspects, but the DNA of both companies is also very similar.

That makes us curious. Do Diana and Symrise both share  
a “winning gene”?
I don’t think I like the term, but it’s got the right idea. The out-
standing development of Symrise since 2003 and Diana’s per-
formance since the 1990s shows that the employees in both com-
panies have internalized attitudes and values that form the 
basis for sustained entrepreneurial success. Whether “always in-
spiring more...” or “performance from nature,” our thoughts  
and actions are constantly guided by creativity and innovation. 
We apply the highest standards to our work and our products 
while maintaining a clear customer orientation. Diana will add 
its close connection to nature and related raw materials to 
Symrise’s extensive expertise in flavor profiles that satisfy the 
needs and desires of consumers. This will provide a compre-
hensive experience for consumers and many new impulses for 
our business. I am looking forward to it.

Our 2020 Objectives

Where We Are Heading — 19



Our 2020 Objectives
We have set ourselves ambitious objectives and enacted corresponding measures for the 
continual integration of business and sustainability. Symrise can only achieve sustainable 
growth if we implement our economic eff orts in a proactive and responsible way. Our eco-
nomic ambitions are therefore shaped by goals and measures along the four pillars of our 
sustainability agenda in line with our integrated corporate strategy.

Vision

Values

Sustainability

GROWTH EFFICIENCY PORTFOLIO

5 – 7 % 
Average annual sales growth 

(CAGR)

> 50 % 
Share of sales in emerging 

 markets by 2020
19 – 22 % 

Annual EBITDA margin

Sustainable Growth



Our basis is the year 2010. The fi gures represent the cumulative 
 reduction over the years normalized by value added (without Diana).

–29 %

2014

–18 %
2014

–19 %

–33 %

2020

–33 %–33 %
2020

2014

2020

Resource Efficiency
Reducing 

sensitive waste.

Process Yield
Reducing product loss 

via wastewater.

Climate Protection
Reducing emissions 
of greenhouse gases.

Footprint



> 25
2020

33
2014

Strategic partnership 
with the Union 

for Ethical BioTrade 
and the Global 
Nature Fund.

2014

We integrate aspects 
of biodiversity into our R & D 

activities as well as our 
procurement policy and train 
relevant stakeholders along 

the value chain.

2020

Innovation

Innovative Strength
The number of patents 

we submit.

Responsible 
Innovation

Sourcing

100 % 
of our main suppliers 

will be measured 
by sustainability 

criteria.

2020

70 % 
of our main suppliers 

are measured by 
sustainability 

criteria.

2014

Sustainable 
Sourcing



*  MAQ= Accidents subject to reporting requirements 
(>1 work day) x 1 million / working hours. 
The fi gures concerning Care include Diana.

2020

Backward 
Integration and 

Biodiversity

2014
Foundation of a 

strategic partnership 
with the Union 

for Ethical BioTrade 
and the Global 
Nature Fund.

We evaluate 

100 % 
of the growers that supply 

us directly on ethical 
and biodiversity 

criteria.

4.8 %
Employer 
of Choice

We continually reduce 
unwanted 

employee turnover.

Health and Safety
We constantly improve 

work safety and are 
 committed to the health 

of our employees.

2014

2020

MAQ* 4.8
2014

< 4.8 %

Care

MAQ* 2.0
2020
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Growing
through Diversity

Integrate to Move Forward A new vanilla fermentation plant and an extraction 
 facility were opened in Madagascar in 2014. Symrise continues to invest in the value 
chain in a way that benefi ts all stakeholders.

21 – 28

Mastering Effi  ciency Consuming less energy and simultaneously becoming more eco-
nomical: Symrise is committed to sustainability across all divisions, which benefi ts the com-
pany, the environment, our customers and, last but not least, the quality of our products.

29 – 34

Inspired by Nature Symrise has built a new production site in Brazil. Innovative 
 products from exciting natural materials will be manufactured here in close cooperation 
with, and to the benefi t of, the local population in the north of the Amazon region. 

35 – 40

People in Focus Across the globe, Symrise depends on the know-how of its employees. 
It ensures that the workforce is well-trained and motivated with a wide range of forward- 
thinking projects.

41 – 50

Symrise off ers a variety of innovative products that are developed 
using increasingly sustainable processes. They are custom-tailored 
and enjoy great success on the market. In addition to its decades 
of experience, the company has a special source of power that it draws 
from to accomplish this feat: its values. These guide our close co-
operations with internal and external partners and help us maintain 
a harmonious balance between man and nature.



Integrate to
Move Forward

The vanilla value chain is becoming increasingly direct: In 2014, Symrise began 
operations at a new fermentation and storage complex in Madagascar and also 
opened a high-tech extraction facility on the island. These investments and the 
company’s close cooperation with around 7,000 farmers are crucial to achieving 
the best possible quality with this precious raw material. The end result being 
not only a high-quality product, but a partnership that benefi ts all involved.

Integrate to Move Forward — 21
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this new facility which replaces a smaller site marks another 
important milestone in the company’s backward integration 
of vanilla. As a result, Symrise is involved in every stage of 
value creation – from the fi eld to fi nished extract. 

“We started eight years ago by purchasing the vanilla directly 
on-site. Today, we work with nearly 7,000 farmers in roughly 
90 villages,” says Alain Bourdon. The idea behind the shift was 
simple: Purchasing high-quality, sustainable vanilla gives the 
company greater independence from the volatile raw materials 
market. The 45-year-old agronomist, however, notes another 
important aspect: “As part of this cooperation with the farmers, 
we are also working to improve their living conditions. When 
you include their families, we have a direct impact on more 

In the one direction, a fi ve-minute walk down a sandy path will 
take you to the Indian Ocean. Just a few meters in the other 
 direction will bring you to Highway 5a, which runs along Mada-
gascar’s East Coast. And in between, in the midst of a sea 
of lush green fl ora, is the only signifi cant industrial production 
 facility in the region: Symrise’s new extraction plant. It was 
opened by the Madagascan Minister of Industry, the German 
Ambassador to the island nation and Symrise CEO Dr. Heinz- 
Jürgen Bertram in an offi  cial ceremony in October 2014. Along 
with the Symrise team, the residents of Benavony also par-
ticipated in the festivities. This small village lies near the fa-
cility, which is used by Symrise to produce its high-quality 
 va nilla  extracts from the coveted beans. Together with the 
fermen tation and storage facility 60 km away in Antalaha, 

01_
The new factory was opened with a festive ceremony. 

02_
The new Symrise extraction facility is a stone’s 
throw from the Indian Ocean.
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than 34,000 people.” These people benefi t from Symrise’s ap-
proach and local value creation. Support for the farmers takes on 
many forms, including interest-free rice credits during economi-
cally challenging periods, the introduction of a health insurance 
program as well as agricultural diversifi cation programs that 
aim to cushion the blow of potential poor harvests. Alongside of 
these are comprehensive educational and training off ers, en-
vironmental initiatives and support with gaining certifi cation from 
the Rainforest Alliance, among others. 

03_
The vanilla blossoms are pollinated by hand.

04_
Symrise sources the coveted vanilla beans directly 
from approximately 7,000 small-scale farmers.

05_
With far-reaching initiatives, Symrise contributes to 
 improving the living conditions of the farmers. This 
 includes support in the areas of health, nutrition and 
education as well as training in sustainable agri-
culture.
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But let’s get back to those two new facilities for a moment. 
The local Symrise team designed and built the extraction 
 facilities in collaboration with specialists from our headquar-
ters in Holzminden and some regional companies. “We built 
this plant according to European standards. Now we can pro-
duce first-class vanilla extracts here, custom-tailored to  
the needs of our customers around the world,” explains Alain 
Bourdon. 

The process has become second-nature to those involved: 
Upon delivery, the fermented beans are initially checked  
for quality. Nicolas Rasolomampionona oversees this proc ess, 
which involves measuring the vanillin content, among other 
things. “It is a composition of hundreds of different substanc-
es that gives the vanilla bean its characteristic flavor and 
 aroma,” the laboratory technician explains. In the next step, 
the va nilla is chopped up and, depending on the customer’s 
specifications and the target country’s regulations, mixed with 
water and a solvent (usually alcohol) at a precisely defined 
 ratio. The aromatic substances are drawn out of the bean and 
into the alcohol over the course of sev eral cycles through  
the extractors. After filtering (as well as distillation for the 
stronger concentrations), the product is finished and is 
shipped to Germany. 

The process sounds simple, but construction of the plant 
lasted one and a half years and lots of planning. 90 % of the 
ma terials were shipped in from outside the country. The 
right loca tion for the site was also very carefully selected. But 
all of this thoroughness paid off. “We are conveniently lo-
cated at the heart of the vanilla region and have enough space 
for  future expansion with around 36 ha of land,” says Alain 
Bourdon. In the future, raw materials like vetiver, an import-
ant and popular fragrance for manufacturing perfumes, or 
ginger are also to be extracted here in addition to vanilla. 

These extraction processes require a lot of energy, but the 
 region does not have a power plant or overhead power lines. 
This means that Symrise has to be self-sufficient. The hot 
steam needed for this process is generated, for example, in  
a custom-made wood-fired boiler. Perhaps even more im-
pressive is the fact that its fuel is grown specifically for the 
company in the surrounding region. Symrise founded tree 
nurseries for the cultivation of fast-growing tree species.  
Employees distribute the seedlings to village communities and 
towns as well as individual farmers. These then plant the trees, 
harvest the branches and sell the wood to Symrise. Along 
with the jobs provided by the plant, this project supplies many 
locals with an additional source of income.

The fermentation plant in Antalaha, housed in spacious white-
washed buildings, is almost as new as the extraction facilities. 
Wooden frames lie in the courtyard; the mesh inside them 
holding countless dark black vanilla beans as they dry in the 
sun. Mananjara sits in front of a gate, nearly motionless in  
his chair. Suddenly, the older man with the close-cropped white 
hair stirs and says a few words. At his command, 20 men and 
women run out to the frames and move the precious cargo in-
doors. Barely five minutes later, it starts to rain. The courtyard 
in front of the building is soon covered in water.

The “weatherman” has done it again. Mananjara observes the 
climate conditions in Antalaha. “He plays a very important 
role,” says Clement Cabrol, who leads the fermentation and 
storage complex. “In order to make a good product, we have 
to perfectly coordinate every phase of the process.” The 
35-year-old’s team has a wealth of experience in the vanilla 
business. It’s a good thing, too, as the fermentation process 
requires exact know-how. 

This starts with the careful selection of ripe, green vanilla, 
which the farmers have planted, pollinated, cultivated and 
 harvested. Next, the beans are sorted according to ripeness 
and size, then blanched in large boilers run at finely tuned 
temperatures. The heat breaks up the cell structures in the 
vanilla beans and induces an enzymatic reaction. This re-
action splits open the glucovanillin to produce vanillin. The 
warm vanilla is then placed into large wooden crates cov-
ered with cotton blankets to make them sweat. The moist, 
warm environment causes the beans to take on their brown 
color. To bring out the vanilla’s characteristic fragrance and 
flavor, the beans are placed outdoors to dry in the sun. 
Symrise experts closely monitor the vanilla during this pro-
cess. Finally, the beans are moved indoors for storage. 

Quality control follows every step of this months-long pro-
cess, with every bean being handled countless times to check 
its moisture and elasticity and therefore ripeness, explains 
Clement Cabrol. Dozens of women sit at long wooden tables 
in two halls sorting the vanilla and tying them into 250-gram 
bundles. One of the ladies wearing the dark blue coat with 
Symrise logo is Soazery Sina Olivette. She turns the beans 
carefully in her hands, laying them in small stacks that seem 
identical at first glance. “I send every bean that doesn’t meet 
our specifications back to my colleagues.” This helps ensure  
a constant high level of quality in the subsequent extraction 
process. “We have managed to continuously refine the pro-
cess over the past few years,” says Clement Cabrol, as he ex-
amines one of the bundles before it is sealed. “In doing so,  
we create the best possible product for our customers.” 
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06_
Freshly harvested green vanilla beans arrive in Antalaha.

07_
The green vanilla beans are blanched in hot water.  

This triggers an enzymatic reaction and the fermentation 
 process begins.

08_
The vanilla beans, which have now turned brown, are 

 continually laid out to dry in the sun over a number of weeks.
09_

Mananjara is the “weatherman.” His job is to fi nd the 
ideal time for the vanilla to ferment in the sun.

10_
The employees sit at long tables and sort the beans by quality.

11_
Clement Cabrol manages the fermentation. 

He also continually checks the quality of the 
product himself.
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Alexandra Carlin carefully takes the bundle of vetiver from the farmer’s outstretched 
hand. She runs her fi ngers over the slightly dried sweet grass and holds it under her 
nose. After a short cautious whiff , she inhales deeply. “That’s very intense,” says the 34- 
year-old, who works on Fine Fragrances for Symrise in Paris. “I like to use it in un-
usually big quantities for women’s perfumes to bring elegance and enhance personality.” 

Alexandra Carlin is one of four Symrise perfumers from two locations that gathered 
 inspiration in Madagascar for two weeks in the fall of 2014. They all were participants 
in a Scent Expedition, which the company had organized for its creative staff . Other 
groups had previously traveled to India, China, Tasmania and Oman. The purpose of 
these trips is to familiarize the fragrance experts with various regions around the 
globe, engaging all fi ve senses. The concept is comprehensive. Visits to farms are on 
the agenda as are factory tours, such as the Symrise extraction plant in Madagascar. 
The colleagues also get to know the variety of local fruits, vegetables, fl owers and other 
plants during their visits to markets and restaurants as well as in discussions with 
farmers and producers.

Madagascar: 
More than Vanilla

01

02
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“We were overwhelmed with the number of species on the island,” says Pierre Kurzenne. 
“Just as impressive was the hard work that the farmers put into cultivating and harvest-
ing,” adds the Senior Perfumer, who also works in Paris. Watching the farmers working 
hard together to dig up the deep roots of the vetiver plants made it clear to the 52-years-
old Frenchman how much eff ort goes into producing this raw material.  

But the sweet grass was not the only product on the island that inspired the group. The 
men and women were also shown how vanilla, the island’s main agricultural product, 
is cultivated and processed in Symrise’s own facilities. They talked with the employees 
there and toured cocoa, clove, ravintsara, cinnamon and ylang ylang plantations. A 
special highlight was the fi ve-day trip in Marojejy National Park, where the perfumers 
climbed to an altitude of 2,100 m. The fragrance specialists also analyzed the raw 
materials directly on site with mini laboratories and collected samples to later test their 
fi ndings more comprehensively back home. “It was really tough,” explains Pierre 
Kurzenne. “But the experience was absolutely worth it. The climb to the summit was a 
little bit like the work of a perfumer: You can’t be satisfi ed too quickly or give up if 
you want to achieve the best possible results.”

03
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06
01_
Perfumer Alexandra Carlin takes a 
scrutinizing look at the vetiver har-
vest. 

02_
A Lantana Flower that represents 
the biodiversity in Madagascar.

03_
The Symrise experts noted the par-
ticularities of the fl ora – for exam-
ple a Champaka Flower – directly 
on site.

04_
Every interesting-looking plant 
was carefully examined by sight 
and especially by scent.

05_
The bark of the trees also contains 
a wealth of possibilities for aroma 
components.

06_
The participants took their fi rst 
samples using the mini labs. 
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STRATEGIC ALLIANCE OF UNILEVER, GIZ AND SYMRISE
Together with its customer Unilever and the German Society for 
 International Cooperation (GIZ), Symrise has formed a development 
partnership with an ambitious goal: educational projects that work 
from a number of levels in order to improve living conditions while 
also securing vanilla supplies for the future. This large-scale project, 
which was launched in January 2014, is focused on the SAVA region, 
where the majority of the vanilla farmers in Madagascar lives and 
works. The initiative aims specifically to sustainably increase the level 
of education of 4,000 farmers and their families. In all, the project  
will reach approximately 24,000 people in 36 communities.

The program is tailored for the vanilla farmers. In “Farmer Field 
Schools” and on 36 demonstration fields, the initiative shows how 
farmers can improve their harvest yields, gain additional sources  
of income and also protect the environment. After all, a worrying 
large amount of the land is in danger: slash-and-burn and rice cul-
tivation have caused erosion and leached the soil of minerals, es-
pecially on hillsides. The farmers learn how the soil can be remin-
eralized by planting a fine-tuned mix of acacia, cloves, cocoa, peanuts, 
pineapples, bananas, and cassava, for example. The farmers also 
profit from these products because they can sell or eat them.

In addition to the current generation of farmers, the program is also 
geared towards adolescents. Far more than two-thirds of young peo-
ple go into agriculture with the family after elementary school. Knowl-
edge has not been passed down in more depth until now. In order to 
change this, Symrise, Unilever and GIZ are supporting three “Maisons 
Familiales Rurales.” This form of agricultural school already exists in 
30 countries around the world. It is based on a simple concept: Young 
people between 17 and 25 years of age gain theoretical knowledge in 
these classes that they can apply in the fields during practical periods.

Achieving More Together
SAVA region is located in 
the north-eastern part of 
the island.

The program is part of  
our overall commitment  
in the country, which 
 currently benefits resi-
dents in 98 villages.
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Mastering 
Effi  ciency
Symrise is using technological measures in many areas to save 
costs, reduce energy consumption and emit less CO2. This is most 
clearly refl ected in the company’s largest current investment at 
its headquarters in Holzminden: the construction of a new cogene-
ration plant.

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY

The new power plant will cut CO2 emissions by 
around 31,000 t per year – a reduction of 40 %. 
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ELECTRICIT Y AND HEAT IN ONE

The power plant works according to 
the principle of cogeneration.

For now, all you see next to the brick building is a road, its path intersected by the 
shadow of the 105-meter-high chimney. A low hum can be heard outside the power 
plant where Symrise has been producing steam for its production facilities for almost 
70 years. This already effi  cient plant will function at a much more sustainable level 
starting in 2016. When that day arrives, a new energy supply system will be located 
where that factory road heading east is currently located.

Planning for the new power plant began in 2014. It will operate on the principle 
of cogeneration and generate electricity in addition to steam. “We need about 
56,000 kWh to power the factory. Once this plant is up and running, we will be 
producing two-thirds of that ourselves.” The sophisticated new system will run 
more energy-effi  ciently, more cost-eff ectively and environmentally friendlier in 
other  areas as well. 
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ENERGY-SAVERS

Jens Leßmann (left) and Andreas Pohl are 
responsible for the Symrise power plant. 

“We will reduce our CO2 emissions by about 31,000 tons per year – a 40 % reduc-
tion,” says Andreas Pohl. The experienced electrical engineer, who has been with 
Symrise since 2002 and is now head of the Energy Supply and Infrastructure depart-
ment at its subsidiary Tesium, is happy to explain how these optimizations are going 
to be made. But fi rst, a little background information: At the moment, the system con-
sists of three boilers with two burners for each boiler. The main boiler from 1975 
produces 27 tons of steam every hour, which is subsequently transported to the pro-
duction facilities at the Weser plant through kilometers of piping. Two other devices 
from 1957 and 1982, each the size of a house, are only turned on to meet spikes in 
demand. Together with the boiler house at the Solling plant, Symrise could theo-
retically power 5,400 households and thereby supply heat to nearly the entire city of 
Holzminden. The technology generating all of this heat has been operating for years 
now. In 2013, the main boiler was taken offl  ine due to damage. The two replacement 
boilers and a rented boiler system were able to cover the company’s needs for the 
meantime. “Had we wanted to completely overhaul the system, the costs would have 
been much higher than simply building a new system – particularly in connection 
with the benefi ts of generating our own electricity,” explains Andreas Pohl.

That is why Symrise chose to build a new system with the latest sustainable tech-
nology. “We are working with the most environmentally friendly fossil fuel, namely 
natural gas,” explains Jens Leßmann. “We burn it to power a gas turbine. That tur-
bine generates electricity and heats water into steam with its exhaust.” The project 
engineer is pleased with the blueprints laid out in front of him. “This design will 
 allow us to achieve an effi  ciency rate of about 90 %, which is an incredibly eff ective 
use of the energy provided by the natural gas.”

Replacing technology sounds relatively simple. In reality, however, the opposite is 
true. Leßmann explains what still needs to be done while standing at the construc-
tion site directly next to the old power plant. Following the planning phase, the 
waste water plumbing and high voltage power lines that are buried underground will 
need to be rerouted. Part of an old hall that is no longer in use will be torn down. 
“Once that is fi nished, we will build the new power plant, which will be housed in a 
massive building made with reinforced concrete,” explains Jens Leßmann. The next 
step is described by the engineer in the most drastic terms: “Open heart surgery. We 
are implementing this new system while the existing system is still operating. It’s a 
huge challenge because we cannot interrupt the processes,” says Leßmann. “By the 
time our annual three-day plant shutdown comes in October 2015, we need to have 
everything ready to go for connecting the new plant with the various systems.” He 
grins, as this will require much more planning and labor than he can describe.

It includes, for instance, connecting the water treatment plumbing that Symrise uses 
to treat the water that is pumped from the Holzminde and Dürre Holzminde streams 
as well as fi ve company-owned wells. The pipes for the steam and, due to the cogen-
eration capabilities, the lines for the electricity also have to be prepared. In total, 
there are about 25 connections that Andreas Pohl and his colleagues have to bear in 
mind. “In addition to all that, the site will then be connected to the natural gas pipe-
line. We’ve been working with natural gas for a long time in Solling,” explains the Head 
of Energy Supply. A further advantage of the conversion: The old system required a 
tanker truck to deliver oil to the factory each day. This new system will reduce traffi  c 
substantially. “With the new power plant, we are very well-positioned for the future,” 
says Andreas Pohl. “The eff ort is going to pay off  in every way.”
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Ms. Barnekow, why are you baking mini cakes in your lab?
Because we are testing one of the new products in our SymLife® 
portfolio – and also taste-testing it. We are using new natural 
substances in these products; substances that help to reduce sugar, 
salt, or in the case of these mini cakes, fat. We also want them 
to have their full fl avor. 

What is your motivation for this approach? 
We want to increase effi  ciency. And that begins in the lab. That is 
why we are building on innovative products and processes that 
work on numerous levels. The mini cakes are an example for how 
the food industry can reduce the use of fats. Trans fatty acids 
are considered unhealthy. They are said to contribute to obesity. 
SymLife® products that reduce the fats in food can also help con-
serve natural resources. And fi nally, our customers save money in 
production because they need to use fewer expensive raw ma-
terials like fat. 

How is the fat reduced?
With SymLife® Fat, we looked at how fat is perceived in our 
mouths, which takes place on fi ve levels. In addition to the smell 
and the overall texture that the mouth perceives, the papillae 
on the tongue also perceive a sort of microtexture. Research is 

“ Efficiency Begins “ Efficiency Begins 
in the Lab”
Sylvia Barnekow heads a team of nine that comprises the Food 
Science & Application Technology department in Research. In 
our interview, she explains how clever concepts save time and 
costs while also benefi ting mankind and the environment. 

02

01

01_
Sylvia Barnekow tests the products 

using all of her senses in the lab.

02_
The mini cakes are made with a 

SymLife® product that helps optimize 
the taste of low-fat products.
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still focusing on evaluating the mechanisms of feeling satiated. 
Also interesting is how heat is drawn out in the mouth, which is 
shown by the diff erent ways that the fats, which are often poly-
morphic, melt. Chilled butter melting, for example, feels very 
diff erent to eating margarine. All of those things pulled together 
allow us to create the complete taste of fat. We have already 
brought products to the market in the Snacks area; it is currently 
being developed for baked goods and milk products. 

Unlike fats, costs are not as relevant with salt. It only 
costs food manufacturers nine cents a kilogram. Why 
are you addressing it anyway?
Consumers eat one and a half times more salt than they should. 
That’s bad for their health, according to numerous studies. As 
a result, the industry is under obligation in countries like England, 
South Africa, Canada and Australia to signifi cantly reduce the 
amount of salt in ready-made products. 

Why don’t the manufacturers just leave out the salt 
 altogether?
It’s not that easy. Table salt plays a lot of diff erent roles in the 
end product. For example, it acts as a preservative in ketchup 
and stabilizes proteins in bread. And often the product just 
doesn’t taste as good without salt. That is why we have to com-
pensate for the reduction in salt in diff erent ways. We can use 
similar, corresponding fl avors that replicate the natural fl avor 
of the food. Another approach is to adapt the morphological 
structure of the salt by creating larger crystal surfaces or physi-
cally changing it. That way we increase the seasoning eff ect 

03

in dry applications. In addition, substitutes such as potassium 
chloride have been used for decades, although they have a 
 bitter aftertaste. We have found solutions that mask this taste.

New products are one way – can you also increase effi  -
ciency in the process technology?
We developed the SymAger ® for testing purposes. It signifi cantly 
shortens the aging process in foods. That allows us to simulate 
storage times of one year in two days, for example. 

How does the technology behind that work?
We put the fl avor or the food in a temperature-controlled pres-
sure unit and create diff erent gas atmospheres depending on the 
application, just like they are used in the food industry. Just as 
in the natural aging process, in this system diff erent reactions are 
occurring at the same time, such as oxidation, the Maillard re-
action or even acetal and ester formations, which change how 
the sample tastes. If we want to show how long a product with 
a high amount of unsaturated fatty acids will keep, for example, 
we can speed up its natural aging. To do that, we create pres-
sure in the air or oxygen atmosphere and can then evaluate the 
sample later on a sensory and analytic level. 

What is the purpose of the SymAger®?
It makes product development a lot faster. We can show that our 
fl avor compositions hold up in the end products even after longer 
periods of time, whether they remain stable or whether the taste 
is still the same. That makes developing new fl avors and foods a 
lot more effi  cient for us and for our customers.

03_
The SymAger ® ages food in a short time span. 
This allows researchers to study how the food 

changes over the long term in just a few days.
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Around the world, Symrise is working on very diff erent projects that 
share a common goal: Enhancing our business success via sustainable 
means. An overview of effi  ciency from India, China, Singapore, the 
USA, France and Madagascar.

Less Is More

CHENNAI, INDIA: Symrise India employees simultaneously 
launched fi ve projects on their own initiative that aim to save,
recycle and re-use various resources. One of these was an ar-
chitectural solution that provided energy-effi  cient and more 
comfortable lighting to the production rooms. It operates on 
an innovative concept: Using light collectors, refl ectors and dif-
fusers, sunlight illuminates the halls without adding heat. 
Another innovation: Motion detectors control the lights in the 
offi  ces. This saves 1,166 kWh per annum. Symrise India also 
saves 100,000 l of water per annum with its conversion to water-
less urinals in the restrooms. About 100 kg per annum of 
 empty milk cartons are recycled and 70 kg of plastic lids from 
barrels are returned to suppliers for re-use.

SHANGHAI, CHINA: A new decanter that 
separates liquids from solids was installed in 
pro duction. This reduced water usage from 
96 to 83 %. Sludge volumes were also reduced 
from 20 to four t /month. The benefi t of this 
is fi nancial savings of more than € 30,000 
per year.

SINGAPORE: Previously, the large amounts of condensation 
generated by powder production were funneled into the sewage 
system. Starting in 2014, the liquid is now being reused in the 
cooling towers: This saves us nearly 4 million l /year.

TETERBORO, USA: As part of a broad-based 
sustainability project, 1,296 solar panels were 
 installed that generate about 20 % of the elec-
tricity needed by the site. This reduced CO2 
emissions by around 200 t /year. Additionally, 
water aerators reduce water consumption by 
approximately 227,000 l /year.

BENAVONY, MADAGASCAR: The water used in produc-
tion is  sustainably treated at the new extraction facility and 
fl ows into a wetland habitat. Following the treatment, it is 
further cleansed from materials like waxes, fats and oils by 
fl owing through a three-chamber system of reeds, gravel and 
fi nally sand. At the same time, it undergoes a natural micro-
biological process. 

PARIS, FRANCE: Symrise pro-
vides support for the French 
 Institute CRIEPPAM, which re-
searches plants that can be 
used in fragrances, fl avors and 
me dicine. The goal of this sup-
port is to develop a machine that 
harvests only the heads of the 
lavender plant, which provides a 
greater yield and higher quality 
oil while also using 30 % less en-
ergy during distillation.

Light Collecter

Refl ective System

Light Diff user
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Inspired by 
Nature
With an additional site in Brazil, Symrise is taking new steps to  sustainably 
develop and produce innovative products. This includes a cooperation with 
the customer Natura Cosmetics at the Ecoparque located in the north of the 
Amazon region. At the same time, Symrise is supporting the local population 
with the creation of secure jobs. In this interview, Eder Ramos, Head of Scent & 
Care Latin America and Global President of the Cosmetic Ingredients division, 
as well as Executive Board member Achim Daub explain why Symrise is located 
deep in the tropical rainforest. 
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BRAZIL NUTS: This nut, which grows 

on trees ten to 15 meters high, contains 

selenium. This substance has antioxi-

dant properties. The oil extracted from 

Brazil nuts prevents skin water loss, 

helping keep the skin soft and smooth.   

Application areas: Aftershaves, fi ne 

soaps, hair conditioners and products 

to reduce stretch marks. 

Mr. Ramos, why is Symrise building a new plant for the research, 
development and production of sustainable ingredients in the Brazilian 
state of Pará?
Eder Ramos: There are several good reasons. The Amazon region’s unique 
natural diversity off ers us a rich source of raw materials. We have conven ient 
access to the sea from Benevides in the north of the state, where we built 
the production facilities. This allows us to reach the markets in Europe, the 
Caribbean and the United States from here by sea. Additionally, 7.5 million 
inhabitants live in the state, which means we can fi nd skilled workers from 
various industries. Last but not least, sales in body and beauty care products 
in Latin America are an important argument: In 2013, its market volume to-
taled USD 78.9 billion. This market is expected to grow 7.2 % annually by 
2017. That is why it makes sense to invest here.

You are working closely with the Natura Group, which manufactures 
cosmetics using sustainable methods. What are the objectives of one 
of your largest customers in Brazil? 
Eder Ramos: Companies from various market segments are settling in the 
Ecoparque in order to share resources and work together on developing 
 innovations. We also want to provide new sources of income for the locals. 
Similarly, we will also work with local universities on scientifi c studies, 
which will identify new ingredients for later use. 

Mr. Daub, what eff ect does this type of close partnership with a 
customer have on Symrise’s other activities in Scent & Care? 
Achim Daub: In our business, we have to know the markets like the back 
of our hand. We are also heavily dependent on creativity and innovation. One 
of the ways we accomplish this is through strategic partnerships with scien-
tifi c institutions, with suppliers or, as in the case of Natura Cosmetics, with 
customers. We were particularly intrigued with the Ecoparque, as it allowed 
us to combine advantages for us with our commitment to bringing sustainabil-
ity to the local communities. How much of this can be transferred to other 
projects is yet to be seen. We’ll have a better idea once the Ecoparque is up 
and running in the fi rst quarter of 2015. But we have already learned, or 
confi rmed, that anything is possible at Symrise when it is based on a strong 
vision and a solid business plan – as is the case with the Ecoparque.
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MURUMURU:  The butter produced from 

the fruit of this palm tree is rich in fresh 

fats and various acids. It moisturizes and 

makes skin elastic.  

Application areas: Shampoo, 

conditioners, creams and lotions, 

soaps and lipsticks.

CUPUAÇU:  This butter extracted from 

seeds contains saturated and unsaturated 

fatty acids and has a low melting point 

of 30 degrees Celsius – it quickly melts on 

the skin and is rapidly absorbed.

Application areas:  Lipsticks, creamy 

 deodorants, creams, lotions, soaps, 

bath oils, UV protection products, prod-

ucts for intensive hair treatment.

01_
In the northern region of Amazonas, in the heart of nature, 
lies the new Symrise development and production location.

02_
Symrise on site: Eder Ramos (back row, sixth from left), 

Regional President of the Scent & Care division in Latin America and  
Global President of the Cosmetic Ingredients division, 

Ricardo Omori, Vice President Fragrances in Latin America 
(back row, fi rst from left), and Board Member Achim Daub 

(back row, eighth from left)  discussed the future collaboration 
with a number of village communities.

03_
Achim Daub (right) and Ferdinando Srado (left), Industrial Manager 

Ecoparque, encompass the new raw materials with 
all their senses – one of the goals of the tour through the 

Brazilian rainforest.
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Symrise just opened the new Center of Excellence in 2012 near São 
Paulo. Why is there such a strong focus on Brazil? 
Achim Daub: The country is the third largest market for beauty care products 
in the world. According to multiple forecasts, it will overtake China by 2017 
and thereby trail only the USA in this segment. Brazilians spend 30 % more 
on beauty products than the average global consumer. This market is 
 already number 1 for perfumes, deodorants and UV protection products.

Let’s talk details: What exactly will be produced in the factory?
Eder Ramos: For us, it is important to fi rst ensure that we can sustainably 
obtain suffi  cient quantities of the raw materials we need. That works with 
our approach at the Ecoparque. After that, we will be manufacturing essen-
tial oils and essences with our patented SymTrap® technology. We extract 
oils and butter from the seeds and pulp of the diff erent fruits. We then refi ne 
the raw material to remove the colors. With a low-pressure distillation pro-
cess, we then eliminate unpleasant smells.

What do you do with these new raw materials?
Eder Ramos: We can replicate every process step on a much smaller scale in 
the laboratory and later transfer these to a pilot plant, where we will produce 
larger quantities for the fi rst time. This allows us to constantly test our re-
search results and assess their marketability.

AÇAÍ: This species of palm tree can 

grow up to 25 meters in height. Its grape-

shaped purple to black fruit is edible. 

The oil of the pulp contains a high con-

centration of the anti-oxidant antho-

cyanin, which helps slow the aging pro-

cess for skin, along with essential 

fatty acids. 

Application areas: Anti-aging creams, 

UV protection products, lotions, facial 

creams, shampoos, hair conditioners. 

04
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Symrise already performs intensive research in Scent & Care. What are 
the reasons for continuously expanding this research?
Achim Daub: Our business is driven by innovation and creativity. Every day, 
we have the opportunity and obligation to improve the lives of consumers 
with higher quality products that are sustainably manufactured in order to 
meet the challenges of climate change and the increasing scarcity of certain 
raw materials.  

What can you learn from Brazil that you can apply to other markets?
Achim Daub: We will learn even more on how we can develop innovative 
products in a very special region with unique biodiversity. Through our 
 partnership with Natura, we will learn what foundational elements are need-
ed for such cooperations. These insights will be used around the world 
in other projects where sustainability and economic success are combined.  

You are not just building a factory, but also working closely with the 
locals. What does this look like?
Achim Daub: We promote the economic and social development of villages 
and support more than 2,000 families in the region by working with them 
on the cultivation and harvest of the raw materials. We would like to benefi t 
from the centuries-old knowledge of the indigenous people while adhering 
to the clear rules defi ned in the Convention on Biological Diversity. This agree-
ment protects a region’s natural resources against exploitation from third 
parties and emphasizes that local inhabitants receive fair compensation.  

The site is not limited to the research and manufacture of sustainable 
ingredients, but will also entail sustainable production processes. What 
are the particular features of the factory? 
Eder Ramos: In short, we will operate as environmentally friendly as possible 
at every level. For instance, we use electric cars and bicycles in the factory. 
The air conditioning runs on geothermal energy, meaning that we cool the 
building with the lower temperatures found below the ground. We use bo-
tanical-mineral fi lters to purify wastewater and rain water for production. The 
natural ventilation and lighting creates a healthy and creative working at-
mosphere.  

BURITI: The plant is rich in fatty oils and 

vitamins. The fruit also has a high propor-

tion of beta-carotenes. This helps improve 

the elasticity of the skin and prevent dry-

ness. 

Application areas: Creams, lotions, 

soaps, bath oils, UV protection products. 

ANDIROBA:  The oil from the seed con-

tains limonoids and terpenes. It has fun-

gicidal and bactericidal eff ects. It also has 

a regenerating eff ect on skin, making it 

soft and silky.   

Application areas: Massage oils, 

shampoos, soaps, moisturizers and lotions, 

 anti-cellulite products.

05

04_Açaí 

05_Buriti  

06_Andiroba
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For All Situations:
Innovative Products 

and Processes

Tiramisone®

- the new renewable impact 
molecule, complying with the green 

chemistry principles. This new 
captive adds volume to fruity-fl oral 

fragrances, as well as edible, 
addictive facets to gourmand 

fragrances. 
Onion@Symrise 

In a current study, Symrise is 
further developing its backward 

integration model for a key raw material 
– the onion: The yield of onion juice 

concentrate could be increased sustainably 
while reducing side streams and wastes. 

Symrise started a research project for onion 
variety selection and in fi eld quality 
control which is supported by the 

state of Lower Saxony. 

A New Concept 
for Infl uencing Feeling 

Full
In cooperation with the Christian Doppler 

 Laboratory for Bioactive Aroma Compounds at 
the University of Vienna, Austria, Symrise 

has identifi ed aromatic substances that help 
 people feel full without com promising 

fl avor. These will be important in combating 
the growing trend of obesity 

in our society.

A New 
Generation of Taste 

Modifying Ingredients
Symrise has developed, patented and launched 
a new line of taste modifying product solutions 

that help reduce calories in sweet applications and 
function using natural plant ingredients. This 

strength ens Symrise’s already excellent position in 
terms of naturalness and sustainability. The new 

products complement the successful Symlife® Sweet 
platform, which is comprised of a variety 

of sweet fl avors, and optimize the 
applications for use in foods 

and beverages.

SymCap® K FS
Consumers love long lasting 

freshness from their favourite 
clothes. SymCap® K FS is Symriseʼs 

next generation encapsulation 
 technology delivering at lower dosage 

more fragrance impact, longer 
lasting scent and a larger choice 

of fragrances.

SymTio™S
The specially coated SymTio™S 

protects the skin from the sun. 

It also reduces the white residue 

that sunscreen leaves on 

the skin and makes the skin 

feel better. SymVital®

AgeRepair
is a sustainable, 100 % pure and 

natural extract produced from ginger 
root. The product improves the 
 structure of damaged skin while 

promoting a healthy shine 
and even complexion.
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USA53 %

Mexico 32 %

Singapore 14 %
France  40 %

Brazil 42 %

People
in Focus

41%
Symrise globally

One of Symrise’s greatest strengths is its employees. They are committed, know-
ledgeable and experienced – and use these traits to bring the company forward. 
 Insights into a diverse world where diff erences are advantageous, young people 
become highly specialized fl avorists and sustainability is a central component 
of all of the Group’s interests.

WOMEN IN MANAGEMENT POSITIONS  from team manager and up

Germany 15 %
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“With the integration of the Diana Group, Symrise has become 
an even more diverse company,” states Dr. Iñigo Natzel. “The
management structures and central development units are be-
ing further decentralized, which will result in a new level of 
quality for our international working partnerships.” In saying 
this, the Corporate Vice President, who has been responsi-
ble for global human resources the past ten years, highlights 
a simple truth that has characterized Symrise for a long time. 
The Group is international – and this was true long before the 
integration of Diana. “Around 30 % of the total workforce is 
in Germany, 15 % is in France and 12 % in the US. In addition, 
we have employees in Brazil, Mexico, China, Ecuador, Singa-
pore, India and Chile.” One site is particularly intriguing for 

the trained lawyer with regard to diversity: 20 nationalities 
are represented among the 580 employees working at our 
Singapore site. 

Even though the majority of employees at the other sites and 
the headquarters in Holzminden are locals, the company is 
still very diverse. This is refl ected in the various viewpoints dis-
cussed in projects or when employees from regional com-
petence centers in other countries are dispatched to provide 
sustainable know-how transfer. Iñigo Natzel sees this inter-
nationality as a key component of the company’s success. It 
is part of the diversity within the company – be it religion, 
ethnicity, gender, age, sexual orientation or culture. “When we 

_
Dr. Iñigo Natzel is responsible for global 
human resources at Symrise. The Cor-
porate Vice President knows well that di-
versity has a strong infl uence on the 
success of the company. 



38%
Share of women 
at Symrise total 

42 %
Scent & Care

34 %
Flavor & Nutrition
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16 %
Share of women in the first 
three levels of management 

Senior Management globally

talk about diversity, we mean the diversity in our society – at 
all of our locations,” says Natzel. “As a company, we need 
to refl ect this both inwardly and outwardly and learn to under-
stand and respect the cultures, attitudes and intricacies.” 

His team collected and closely analyzed the various aspects 
of diversity in 2014. Heading up this eff ort was Dina Abastillas, 
who is responsible for Human Resources issues in the Asia/
Pacifi c region. She sees a competitive advantage in diversity, 
and provides a humorous description of this phenomenon us-
ing the segments as an example: “Diversity brings fl avor to our 
communication, delivers nutrition to strengthen the team and 
generates a scent of internationality with which we can develop 
a workforce that cares for one another and where everyone 
has respect for their colleagues.”

“ Diversity brings flavor to our communication, 
delivers nutrition to strengthen the team and gener-
ates a scent of internationality with which we can 
develop a workforce that cares for one another and 
where everyone has respect for their colleagues.”
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Another important aspect for the HR expert is the advance-
ment of women. “It goes without saying that we treat male and 
female employees equally at every level of the company – 
and this includes supporting women along their chosen  career 
paths. We can’t aff ord to, and nor do we want to, miss out 
on the potential of well-qualifi ed women.” Currently, the share 
of female employees at Symrise globally amounts to 38 %. 
This puts the company on average with other companies that 
have a high percentage of production-based positions. A 
closer look uncovers some interesting details. In Singapore, for 
instance, 37 % of the workforce is female; in the US it is 40 % 
and in France it is 43 %. In Germany, though, it is currently only 
33 %. “We want to increase and equalize these fi gures across 
the board without losing sight of the regional diff erences,” says 
Dina Abastillas.

The plants in Germany have a strong production focus and op-
erate around the clock. Traditionally, women are less likely 
to work in shifts, explains Iñigo Natzel. With company daycare 
centers and fl exible working-time models, the company is 

trying to bring some changes to its German sites. “Our goal is 
to increase the share of women to at least 46 %, which corre-
sponds to the average in Germany,” explains the HR manager. 
He also places a special emphasis on placing more women 
in higher management positions in the medium term. “This, 
too, has vast cultural diff erences from country to country, 
particularly when looking at how they deal with the topic of 
family and career.” From the level of team leader and up, the 
worldwide share of women in management positions amounts 
to 41 %. In Germany this fi gure is only 15 % in contrast to the 
US (53 %), Brazil (42 %) and France (40 %). 

“We have already taken the fi rst steps: By preferring women 
when all qualifi cations are equal, we have substantially in-
creased the share of women working in our German research 
and development departments in the past two years from 
40 % to 50 %.” By the year 2020, the share of female manag-
ers in Germany should be 20 % thanks to such self-imposed 
measures. 

The approximately 580 
Symrise employees 

working in Singapore 
represent 20 

diff erent nationalities. 

52 %
Singaporean

15 %
Chinese11 %

Malaysian

7 %
Filipino

6 %
Indian

9 %
Other
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17 % 
under 30 years old

30 % 
30 – 39 years old 30 % 

40 – 49 years old

19 % 
50 – 59 years old

4 % 
60 years and older

AGE OF EMPLOYEES globally

The working conditions for severely 
disabled people vary greatly around 
the world. Some countries, such as 
China, are using Western standards 
as a guide and setting statutory mi-
nimum quotas for disabled emplo-
yees. In China, this is currently set at 
1.5 % of the workforce. If this fi gure 
is not met, a compensatory payment 
must be made. 

At Symrise Germany, 3.6 % of emplo-
yees have a severe disability. The aver-
age employment ratio of people with 
severe disabilities in German compa-
nies is currently 4.6 %. Due to the 
conditions in production, employment 
opportunities for people with severe 
disabilities are limited. To counteract 
this eff ect, Symrise also submits or-
ders to workshops for the disabled.

The third major issue for the HR department is demographic 
change. Particularly in developed countries, it represents a 
huge challenge, says Natzel. “Currently, three quarters of our 
global workforce is under 50, but this is also due in part to 
our fast-growing sites in Asia and Brazil.” In Germany, the 
 average employee age is 45, which is still pretty young. But: 
One third of the employees here are between 40 and 50 
years old. “Because we have a very low turnover rate of just 
1.2 %, this large group of employees will reach retirement 
 almost all at the same time.” 

Natzel is therefore responding with a series of measures. 
First, the company is investing in apprentices and trainees. 
“We are raising the quota to 5.2 % and therefore training a 
disproportionate amount of young people. This counteracts 
both the aging process in the overall workforce as well as 
the growing shortage of qualifi ed personnel.” Symrise is also 
training and developing staff  with no background in the fi eld 
in order to fi ll certain positions within production. Lifelong 
working time accounts should also make for smoother tran-
sitions into partial retirement. Finally, the company is working 
to keep its employees fi t with a comprehensive, preventive 
health management program that includes information about 
healthy eating and physical fi tness. “The company benefi ts 
from this too – and the employees stay healthy for longer.” 
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Morine Verwohlt lifts a brown vial, dips a thin strip of paper 
into it and whiff s it carefully. “The oil is very peely-aldehydic. 
It reminds me of freshly grated orange peel – unlike the one 
before it, which had a more juicy and fruity smell.” She looks 
at her boss, who is also sniffi  ng a test strip. “You’re abso-
lutely right – it’s unmistakable,” says Gerald Glaubitz and nods 
approvingly towards Morine Verwohlt and Eric Diaz, who is 
sitting next to her. “Now try to describe the character of the 
fragrance even more precisely.”

The 24-year-old German and the American, twelve years her 
senior, are currently evaluating the “Naturally Citrus” collec-
tion – a portfolio of Symrise citrus fl avors with intense, au-
thentic impressions. The two young people are training at the 
Flavor Academy that opened in 2012. Together with their 

Since 2012, Symrise has been training young talents at its new Flavor Academy. Seven 
men and women from all over the world are learning to create new fl avor compositions 
from aromatic substances, essential oils and extracts. But know-how isn’t the only thing 
the Flavor Academy conveys. The international relationships that form here  establish a 
network between top employees that will help them share information and experiences 
in the future.

Where Good 
Taste Comes 
From
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01_
Gerald Glaubitz (left) tests the citrus 

 portfolio, one of the many elements of the 
Flavor Academy, together with Eric Diaz.  

02_
There actually is accounting 

for taste during training.

 supervisor Gerald Glaubitz, they sit in a newly furnished con-
ference room, which was built at the same time as the two 
laboratories. The place has symbolic value as it stands for a 
new approach: Symrise has been training fl avorists for as 
long as the profession has existed, and the company began 
off ering a global, two-year training program in 2006. 

The talents come from Symrise sites all over the world. Symrise 
looks at the needs and growth of the regions when selecting 
participants. Last year, the seven participants came from Indo-
nesia, Russia, Brazil, Germany, Singapore and the USA. In 
o rder to be accepted into the program, they had to pass two 
sensory tests. The fi rst test centered on their ability to rec-
ognize tastes after several hours while the second tested their 
ability to distinguish fl avors according to their sweetness in-
tensities. They also had to undergo a personality test, give an 
oral presentation and pass a written examination on topics 
such as chemistry and food science as well as knowledge of 
the industry. 

Those that get accepted into the program undergo training 
that spans the full spectrum of creating fl avors. They also learn 
about cost calculations, how the fl avors they create are later 
mass-produced, the legal fundamentals regarding international 
markets as well as how to deal with customers. Finally, there 
is the “Symrise special knowledge”: The future fl avorists learn 
how products with reduced sugar, fat and salt are made and 
receive insight into the area of taste modulation, where bitter 
taste notes or the aftertaste of sweeteners in reduced sugar 
foods, for instance, are masked. 

The employees rotate through stations in every application 
area, working with powdered, liquid and encapsulated fl avors 
in various applications. They create sweet fl avors for candies 
and beverages as well as meat and vegetable fl avors for savory 
applications – and later sample the results themselves. They 
also gain more in-depth knowledge of chemistry in cooperation 
with Dr. Verena Pietzner, Professor of Chemistry Education at 
the University of Oldenburg. 

01

02
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Like Morine Verwohlt, who is in her second year at the Flavor 
Academy. At the moment, she is sitting in front of a scale that 
has a beaker on it. With a pipette, the chemical laboratory 
 assistant adds drops of raw materials into the beaker: 0.05 g 
of ethylbutyrate, 0.2 g of linalool and 0.01 g of octanol for in-
stance. Her task: Replicating the aqueous phase of an orange 
using roughly 20 raw materials. “The condensed water that 
results when producing a juice concentrate still contains very 
important aromatic substances. These are later added to 
the concentrate when it is diluted with water,” explains Gerald 
Glaubitz. “This is the only way you can achieve the full fl avor.” 

03_
Morine Verwohlt recreates the aqueous 
phase of an orange in the lab. 

04_
The young fl avorists learn diff erent 
application techniques such as how 
candy is manufactured.

The fi rst attempt is not quite up to the experienced Senior 
 Flavorist’s standards. “It still isn’t fruity-sweet enough,” 
he says after comparing the original aqueous phase with 
the composition. Morine Verwohlt goes back to her desk 
and keeps working on refi ning the formula. 

“It is very diffi  cult to put together the right compositions,” 
says Glaubitz. This is understandable when one realizes that 
Symrise’s standard repertoire consists of 2,500 active raw 
materials. The young colleagues are tasked with learning 600 
of the most popular raw materials during their fi rst three 

03

04



months of training. They smell, taste and memorize them like 
words for a vocabulary quiz. In a second phase, they start 
making simple fl avors made up of fi ve or six components. “This 
is an immensely important skill that our colleagues have al-
ways had to learn. With the Flavor Academy, we now have the 
great advantage of having the young people together in one 
place where they can talk and exchange information and ideas 
with one another,” says Gerald Glaubitz, who has worked for 
Symrise in Brazil, Shanghai and Singapore. 

The time spent at the Flavor Academy is not only more fun 
this way, it also has positive eff ects on the future cooperation 
 between the colleagues. The trainees learn to speak the same 
“language” for describing fl avor impressions. That may sound 
trivial at fi rst, but it becomes more understandable when you 
look at the wide range of terms and fl avors. “With the fl avors 
that primarily contain the group of substances of pyrazine 
alone, which are responsible for the smell of roasted coff ee for 
example, there are more than 20 diff erent variants. Putting 
those into words is not easy,” explains the Academy Director. 
“On top of that, a fl avorist should never create and evaluate 
a fl avor themselves – there is too great a danger of developing 
tunnel vision the longer one works on something.” Exchang-
ing thoughts and communicating with trained colleagues is 
therefore very important.

The fl avorist occupation has always been marked by close co-
operation and this trend continues to intensify. Products are 
becoming increasingly global – and the same fl avor should not 
be developed twice in two diff erent regions. The division of 
 labor must be precise on an international scale. “Good inter-
national teamwork is also important because we gain know-
how from our colleagues around the world. This allows us to 
account for typical fl avor preferences for specifi c regions,” 
 explains Eric Diaz, who went back home for a year after spend-
ing six months in Holzminden. In his case, “home” is the 
Symrise plant in Teterboro, New Jersey, where he developed 
and refi ned his skills under the guidance of a more experi-
enced colleague. 

After some time in the divisions, where he helped support 
customer projects, the American is back in Germany and was 
recently promoted to Junior Flavorist. He is fi nished with his 
training and successfully completed his fi nal exam. For the 
exam, he was tasked with composing a natural grapefruit 
 fl avor, incorporating it in a food application and developing 
a presentation for potential customers. “We received very 
 different tasks, which was pretty exciting,” says the father of 
two, who has been with Symrise for eight years as a labora-
tory technician. “The program has taken me to another level, 
as I gained completely new insights into the business.” 

The trainees’ relationships, however, aren’t necessarily limited 
to the classroom and workplace. “All of the trainees from my 
class attended my wedding,” explains Qinyi Phua, now a Junior 
Flavorist for Symrise in Singapore. “The group is very tight-knit 
and that is something special,” says Phua, who studied Food 
Science and Technology at the University of New South Wales 
in Sydney. 

Qinyi Puah began working at the company immediately after 
fi nishing her degree. She had already been an intern there 
during her studies. Her fi rst job was in quality control. After 
two years there, she transferred to the “Mint” area, where 
she worked on oral care products. “I fi nd it fascinating to com-
bine raw materials and fi nd out what happens when they are 
mixed and how they taste,” she explains. As much as she en-
joys experimenting with mint fl avors and searching for the 
right combination, she found her task for the fi nal exam to be 
a real challenge: “A goulash fl avor. I managed to get a great 
result in the end, though. This, too, is due in part to our support 
for one another – sampling each other’s work, discussing it, 
critiquing it. It was really a great experience.” 

05_
Qinyi Phua from Singapore 

developed a goulash 
fl avor for her fi nal exam.

05
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In 2015, 150 Symrise 
 managers will 

have  participated 
in the  sustainability 

workshops

SENSE & CARE WORKSHOPS WITH A LIVELY EXCHANGE OF IDEAS  
Moving green chemistry forward, introducing the best environmentally 
friendly practices along the value chain, integrating the suppliers more 
closely into the sustainable procurement strategy, exchanging knowl-
edge within teams around the world, identifying and utilizing synergies, 
initiating sustainable ecoparks like the one in Brazil around the world, 
developing sustainable ideas and products together with our customers. 
These are just some of dozens of short- and long-term ideas that the 
Symrise employees around the world developed in 2014 for working 
more even sustainably.

The brainstorming session, from which ideas usually quickly turned into 
concrete projects, was initiated at a workshop attended by roughly 100 
managers from the Scent & Care segment. The initiative was organized 
and managed by Anne Cabotin, Vice President S & C Sustainability Strat-
egy & Sales FRA/OC Southern Europe, who works with a team of sustain-
ability ambassadors from the global Symrise sites. “By the end of 2015, 
we will have reached 150 colleagues in management positions,” says the 
experienced manager, who has worked in Paris for the company for 16 
years. Experts from across diff erent departments met for intense discus-
sions in Paris, Holzminden and New York. The days always ended with 
a group talk with representatives from customer companies, NGOs and 
environmental organizations. “It is strategically important for us to look 
into very diff erent working areas and learn from each other – and also to 
be able to cooperate with one another in new ways in the future,” said 
Anne Cabotin. At the same time, it became clearer for the participants 
how Symrise as a group and the Scent & Care segment understand the 
topic of sustainability and how a sustainable development of the business 
activities can be implemented globally – including a long-term strategy 
that also incorporates the employees. “We have also internalized that each 
and every staff  member can act in their fi eld – and that we are building 
a culture of participation for increased sustainability. And our customers 
and various other stakeholders, who will profi t from this just as we will, 
are aware of this.”

Anne Cabotin, Vice President S & C Sustainability 
Strategy & Sales FRA/OC Southern Europe, launched 

this initiative.

Implementing a Sustainability Culture

150
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Awards
Symrise has been recognized many times for its commitment – 

a source of both encouragement and motivation.



PERFUMERY AND ESSENTIAL CARE 

2014 GOLDEN AWARD 
Symrise won the award as best supplier in 

perfumery and essencial care and was featured 
in sustainability among all categories. 
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Symrise was accepted onto the 
Ethibel EXCELLENCE Investment Register 

and recommended for the Ethibel 
PIONEER Register.

A GOOD NEIGHBOR
Symrise was awarded fi rst place 

by the Chemical Industry 
Association North (VCI) for its various 

neighborhood activities.

PCHi Innovation Awards for two 
cosmetic ingredients – SymHair® Force 1631 

and SymSave® H. 

German Sustainability 
Award 2014, Top 3 

Symrise was recognized for its 
exemplary resource effi  ciency along 

the entire value chain.

96 from 100 points 
Symrise qualifi ed with a score of 96 

from 100 points for the 
CDLI (CDP CLIMATE DISCLOSURE 

LEADERSHIP INDEX) DACH.    



NATURA QLICAR AWARD 
PERFUMERY HOUSE 2013 AND 2012

Natura honored Symrise for its performance 
based on economic, social and 

environmental pillars.
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Green Company 
DQS has once again certifi ed Symrise as a 

“Green Company”. The certifi cation confi rms 
the high transparency and accountability 

of our internal corporate processes 
as well as commitment to the highest 

environmental standards. 

Symrise is listed on the “Euronext-Vigeo 
 Eurozone 120”. 

Award-Winning Supplier 
Unilever honored Symrise for its commitment 

to “sustainable vanilla” with the “Partner 
To Win Award” in the Sustainability category.  

UN Global Compact 
In 2012, Symrise committed itself 

to internationally recognized principles 
for sustainable and ethical business 
practices by signing the United Na-

tions Global Compact.

Symrise achieved a Corporate Social 
Responsibility (CSR) rating of 64 %, which placed 

it in the Gold category.



From the
Sustainability
Record

ALL FIGURES AND OTHER SUSTAINABILIT Y INFORMATION IN ACCORDANCE  

WITH THE GUIDELINES OF THE GLOBAL REPORTING INITIATIVE (GRI) CAN BE  

FOUND AT CR2014.SYMRISE.COM/SUSTAINABILIT Y
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Symrise follows a sustainable business model with its “Sharing Values” approach. This is expressed in our 
corporate strategy as well as our corporate values while playing a decisive role in the design of products and 
proc esses. The progressive integration of sustainability and business is also reflected in our combined 
 reporting. For the first time, we have subjected our sustainability information to an external assurance review 
pursuant to the AA1000 Assurance Standard. The review assesses all quantitative and qualitative sustain
ability information. 

In our sustainability reporting, we follow the G4 guidelines of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) “In accor
dance – Comprehensive.” This means that we are fully accountable on all essential topics. The process and 
the result of our materiality analysis, our strategic sustainability agenda and our prin ciples are described in 
the following chapter. All quantitative and qualitative information has been made available at cr2014.symrise.
com/sustainability. We also meet the requirements for a Communication on Progress within the framework  
of the UN Global Compact, the world’s largest voluntary initiative on corporate responsibility.

All quantitative and qualitative sustainability 
 information has been tested and externally 
 verified in accordance with the internationally 
rec ognized standard AA1000 AS. The respec tive 
certification can be found at cr2014.symrise.
com/sustainability

Standard AA1000 AS
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Symrise helps meet basic human needs for health and nutrition as well as care and well-being 
with its business activities. The sustainable orientation of our products and processes is simply 
a matter of course for us and is a quality standard that we pursue constantly. With great in-
novative strength, our employees fulfi ll the company’s promise of “always inspiring more…” day 
after day, thus supporting the sustainable development of the company and its social environ-
ment. Along the way, we are constantly seeking out approaches and solutions along the entire 
value chain, from the raw material suppliers to the end consumers, that benefi t everyone. We 
call this approach “Sharing Values.”

Sustainability as a Competitive Advantage 
Our corporate strategy is systematically oriented towards sustainable growth. For us, this in-
cludes the permanent and robust expansion of our business that considers ecological and so-
cial conditions, works towards an increasingly effi  cient production and maintains a portfolio 
that helps meet the basic needs of a growing world population. To achieve this, we formulate 
goals along the entire value chain (see 2020 Goals, p. 14). For instance, we continually pro-
mote backward integration in the supply chain in order to ensure the long-term supply of raw 
materials. The strengthened cooperation with upstream stages of the value chain carries a 
substantial advantage for Symrise as it results in direct access to raw materials. Particularly 
with the acquisition of the Diana Group, we once again substantially strengthened our access 
to sustainably produced, natural raw materials last year (see p. 10). At the same time, producers, 
consumers and the environment benefi t from this approach as well. With our pioneering work, 
for example with vanilla (see p. 21), we create new synergies between all stakeholders. We are 
convinced that an expanded view like this, one that goes beyond narrow corporate limits, helps 
to secure our growth and to increase our effi  ciency while also enabling us to further develop our 
innovative and sustainable product portfolio.

Our Sustainability Agenda 
We began further refi ning our sustainability agenda in 2014 to fi rmly anchor sustainability in 
all processes within the framework of our integrated corporate strategy. We defi ned four pillars 
into which we pool our operational sustainability activities with a view to our core business: 

Our Approach: 
Sharing Values 

Cooperative Ways 
and Solutions

Consistent 
Sustainable Growth
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Our 
Sustainability Agenda 

Footprint: 
We minimize our environmental footprint along the entire value chain. In doing so, we contribute 
to conserving resources and lowering environmental impact on the one hand while performing 
active risk management on the other. We also save on costs by increasing effi  ciency.

Innovation: 
We maximize the social and environmental added value of our products. With a constant focus 
on sustainability criteria in product development, we create resource-conserving and business- 
enhancing eff ects not only within our own value chain, but that can also positively infl uence 
 consumer behavior. 

Sourcing:
We develop the sourcing of our raw materials and their supply chains sustainably. The focus 
is on a long-term, stable supply of high-quality raw materials as much as the greatest possible 
transparency and oversight of environmental and social impacts. 

Care:  
We create lasting value for our employees and our local communities. Along with strengthening 
the infrastructure and sense of community, we gain new talents and increase motivation 
among our employees.

We have accordingly operationalized the pillars for our various business units in consideration 
of the diff erent challenges and specifi c business requirements each unit faces. Both of our seg-
ments, Scent & Care and Flavor & Nutrition, have thus each developed their own approaches, 
tailoring them to the challenges and opportunities unique to their work.

Minimize 
our environmental 
footprint along the 

value chain

Maximize
positive social & 

environmental im-
pacts of our products

Maximize
the sustainability 

of our supply chain 
and raw materials

Improve
well-being in 

our stakeholder 
communities

Footprint Sourcing CareInnovation
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Comprehensive Value System
Shared values are the basis for Symrise’s sustained success. Excellence, creativity and com-
mitment are our keys for outstanding performance and innovative products. We closely link our 
economic goals with the daily responsibility for the environment, employees and society. Only 
when our interactions with each other are rooted in integrity can we create lasting added value 
for all. As a result, our values pave the path for us to become the most successful company in 
our industry in the long term and help us to inseparably combine business success, sustainable 
corporate governance and social acceptance with each other.

Our Values

Sustainability
Excellence
Creativity
Commitment 
Integrity
Added value
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Integrated Sustainability Management  
We manage sustainability in corporate processes using our Integrated Management System. 
It is based on the international standards on quality (ISO 9001), environmental protection 
(ISO 14001), work safety (OHSAS 18001), sustainability (ISO 26000), energy (ISO 50001), 
 social responsibility (SA 8000), the generally accepted audit standards of the Global Food 
 Safety Initiative (GFSI) and other recognized local standards.

The Symrise Sustainability Board is responsible Group-wide for sustainability management. It 
is a global and cross-segment committee whose task is to integrate sustainability continuously 
in our core processes and determine the sustainability goals that will be implemented in the 
 divisions (see p. 14). Since 2013, some of these sustainability goals have been integrated into 
the individual performance targets for all managers. Items such as the reduction of our CO2 
emissions (Scope 1 and 2), the sustainable orientation of our innovation process or the sourcing 
of raw material from sustainable sources are rewarded. The Sustainability Board comes to-
gether several times per year to ensure that sustainability-relevant topics and the concerns of 
our important stakeholder groups are considered along the entire value chain. Together with 
the representatives from the Corporate Compliance and Corporate Communications departments, 
the sustainability offi  cers from the two segments Flavor & Nutrition and Scent & Care comprise 
the Sustainability Core Team, which is responsible for the operational management of the sus-
tainability agenda. The team reports directly to the CEO of Symrise AG every quarter. Addition-
ally, a global network of voluntary sustainability ambassadors actively raises awareness for our 
sustainability agenda: “care teams” contribute to a deeper integration of sustainability into our 
daily actions by implementing targeted initiatives locally at all of the company’s regional head-
quarters as well as numerous other international sites. It is our declared goal to have every 
single employee acting as a sustainability ambassador, aware of their individual role and potential 
contribution. As part of our workshop “Next Level Sustainability,” 100 participants from all 
business units developed a common understanding for responsible business operations and their 
daily implementation in the workplace at Symrise. With this, we further develop our vision of 
a sustainable future – within Symrise and beyond.

Sustainability objectives 
are an integral part of 
individual objectives.

Sustainability 
Ambassadors

Sustainability
Board

Sustainability 
Core Team

ORGANIZATION OF SUSTAINABILIT Y MANAGEMENT 
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Our Central Topics:  
Materiality Analysis 
The Sustainability Board plays a crucial role when it comes to the development and structure 
of our integrated corporate strategy. In 2014, it led a review of the strategic orientation of our 
sustainability commitments. Within this framework, our fi elds of action were revised and com-
pared with new developments and requirements, such as the GRI G4 directive regarding our re-
porting. Based on our “Sharing Values” approach, we have revised our fi elds of action, assessed 
them according to their “value for society” and “value for Symrise” and identifi ed topics with 
the greatest potential for shared value creation.

At the same time, the priorities of our main stakeholders were recorded as part of our stake-
holder management, which is oriented towards the AA1000 Stakeholder Engagement Standard, 
and compared this with our strategic fi elds of action. As part of a global online survey, Symrise 
employees from the divisions and central positions that are in direct contact with our stakehold-
ers identifi ed the respective relevance of the fi elds of action for the stakeholders. This was 
supplemented by in-depth interviews with select representatives that evaluated the form and 
intensity of our stakeholder contacts. The results of the materiality analysis were validated as 
part of a Sustainability Board meeting where every division was represented and subsequently 
approved by the Executive Board.

The materiality analysis also serves as a basis for structuring our reporting pursuant to the 
GRI G4 guidelines: We provide a full record on topics that were viewed as having a higher value 
for both Symrise and society. On topics that only have a high relevance in one dimension, we 
disclose at least one indicator. We provide comprehensive, transparent information on our sus-
tainability activities and key fi gures in our sustainability record. It is available online at 
cr2014.symrise.com/sustainability.
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Footprint Innovation Sourcing Care Dimensions of Specifi c
Stakeholder Expectations

The concept of “Sharing Values” is a primary guiding principle for our business: We create value 
for all parties by integrating the interests of our stakeholders at every level of the corporate value 
chain. Our materiality analysis helps us to identify the topics with the greatest potential for shared 
value creation. On the following pages, we present our respective approaches and central goals.

Employer Attractiveness

Transparency & 
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Biodiversity

Employee Management & Development

Local Value 
Creation
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Reducing Noise and 
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Goal: Leader in Sustainable Products 
Every one of the nearly 30,000 different Symrise products is subject to strict sustainability 
 requirements. We develop individual sustainability concepts for every strategic product group  
– a standard that stands out in our industry. We concentrate our research and development 
 activities particularly on the creation of products that contribute to satisfying basic human 
needs. We want to continually increase the share of products that make a contribution to 
health and well-being. Here the focus is on green chemistry, natural raw materials and re-
source- efficient production processes along with  innovative technologies. Our goal is to 
 replace petroleum-based materials as far as possible with renewable materials, for example 
via blue or white biotechnology. For raw  materials where this is not possible, we are working  
on methods for minimizing the share of petroleum  derivatives.

Diana is also making a sustainable contribution with innovative products: For instance with 
functional hydrolysates, which reduce the need for fish food in aquacultures by up to three- 
quarters. This helps in the fight against over-fishing.

Natural raw materials already account for more than half of our portfolio and their share is con-
stantly increasing. A complete conversion to natural raw materials, however, would result in 
complex social and environmental effects in many cases: A greater use of natural raw materials 
often leads to increased competition for land used for food production and can endanger the 
preservation of biodiversity due to the development of monocultures. Synthetic raw materials 
also often take less energy to manufacture than the energy required to cultivate, harvest and 
transport natural ones.

It is therefore not our objective to switch entirely to naturally occurring raw materials. Our focus 
is more on further reducing our dependence on finite raw materials. We have therefore made 
the identification of alternative means of generating raw materials the focal point of our research. 
We strive to find the most sustainable solution for each product while considering its entire life 
cycle. Throughout this, we take a strict open innovation approach and depend on our close coop-
erations with non-governmental organizations, research institutions and business partners.

Efficient Use of  
Raw Materials

Innovative & Sustainable 
Product Solutions

Using Renewable  
Raw Materials
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1,457  
employees

in R & D  
globally* 

€ 139  
million 
in R & D  

expenses*

100 %
focus on health, 
enjoyment and 

 well-being

Highest Product Standards
Our product safety policies and good manufacturing practice (GMP), meaning compliance with 
clear global guidelines on quality assurance of production processes and the production envi-
ronment, is the basis of responsible behavior with products and manufacturing processes. De-
pending on the product group, Symrise orients itself towards various legal requirements and 
standards:

FLAVORS:
We abide by the generally accepted requirements and auditing standards of the Global Food 
Safety Initiative (GFSI) and other locally recognized standards aimed at ensuring a continual im-
provement in performance. In 2014, more than 90 % of our product volume was manufactured  
at locations certified in accordance with internationally recognized food safety management sys-
tems. By 2015 we will have all of our production sites in the Flavor & Nutrition segment certified  
to GFSI-recognized standards.

PHARMACEUTICAL AGENTS AND ADDITIVES:
At Symrise, active pharmaceutical ingredients (API) that are produced for pharmaceutical end 
products comply with the good manufacturing practice (GMP) rules of the applicable law on 
pharmaceuticals. Pharmaceutical additives are materials that are used in pharmaceutical end 
products but do not have an active effect. There are currently no binding regulations for pharma-
ceutical additives.

COSMETIC ACTIVE INGREDIENTS AND RAW MATERIALS:
Symrise manufactures the majority of its cosmetic active ingredients and raw materials accord-
ing to the BRC Standard for Consumer Products. Symrise’s Scent & Care product safety policy  
is an essential part of the Integrated Management System. In addition, Symrise conducts risk 
analyses and works with an HACCP (Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points) system.

Ensuring Utmost 
Product Safety

* including Diana

More than 

10
international 

awards 
33

patents 
in 2014
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Responsible Sourcing
We use approximately 10,000 natural and synthetic raw materials from over 100 countries to 
manufacture our products. We meet the diff ering expectations of our stakeholders and the 
large number of practical challenges with our Responsible Sourcing Model, which focuses on 
increasing backward integration in our value chain processes among others. The goal of this 
model is to secure our supplies of raw materials for the long-term by focusing on a continuous, 
close cooperation with our suppliers, on local social and ecological commitments and on stra-
tegic partnerships with our key customers. As part of our successful strategy of backward in-
tegration, we also consider the local availability of the raw materials used most frequently at 
a site when selecting locations for our international production sites. Our vanilla commitment 
in Madagascar (see p. 21) underscores this, as does the promotion of sustainable development 
in the French lavender and lavandin oil industry. Another example is the cooperation with carrot 
farmers in France, with whom Diana has developed particularly long-term crop rotations in 
 order to minimize soil damage.

With this approach, we are not only securing our supply of raw materials but also contributing 
to local value creation in the respective regions and can guarantee top quality with maximum 
traceability. During the year under review, we spent 73 % of our procurement budget on suppli-
ers based in domestic and bordering regions of our main corporate locations. Our transport- 
related emissions are also greatly reduced thanks to backward integration. Our shining example 
for this is the onion, which is one of our key raw materials, used in about 6.2 % of all Symrise 
products. Symrise purchases the vegetable from the surrounding vicinity, making long-term agree-
ments with suppliers while minimizing transport, storage and energy costs.

Responsible 
Sourcing

The Symrise Onion – 
An Example of Effi  ciency 
and Traceability

73 % 
of our raw 

materials are already 
purchased from 

nearby suppliers.

100 %
of our main suppliers
will be measured by 

sustainability criteria 
by 2020.
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Sustainable Supplier Management
Independent of the source, we place a high value on a sustainable, efficient handling of raw ma-
terials – internally and by our suppliers. With the help of a systematic management approach, 
we ensure that suppliers meet our standards: As part of this, new suppliers must provide infor-
mation on quality, product safety and environmental aspects as well as on their sustainability 
programs, social responsibility guidelines within their supply chains and compliance with ethical 
standards. A truthful answer to this supplier acceptance questionnaire is the non-negotiable 
basis for Symrise entering into a business relationship. Standards such as the safeguarding of 
basic human rights or the basic principles of the International Labor Organization (ILO) are part 
of our Group-wide risk management system. As part of this, we carry out systematic risk and per-
formance assessments of all suppliers on the basis of economic, ecological and social aspects. 

We carry out audits for suppliers posing an especially notable risk, crucial raw materials or re-
garding problems that have come to light in the assessment. The focal points of these audits  
are product safety, quality management, health and safety at work, the environment and social 
responsibility. If suppliers don’t meet our defined standards, we jointly de velop and implement 
improvement measures. If these standards are still not upheld after such attempts, the business 
relationship is terminated.

Observance of  
Human Rights

The international platform of the Supplier Ethical Data Exchange (SEDEX) is a valuable tool with 
which we can more easily assess suppliers and deliver our own data to customers. Since 2006, 
we publish information on working conditions and employee rights, health and safety as well  
as on environmental and ethical business practices via this platform. Every Symrise production 
site has been SEDEX registered. Since 2012, we have also invited 250 of our most important 
suppliers to register with SEDEX and to disclose their data to us. This means that we can evalu-
ate more than 70 % of our purchasing volume on compliance with sustainability criteria. Diana 
suppliers will be included from 2015.

SUPPLIER RATING BASED ON SEDEX CRITERIA

50 % of purchasing volume2013

70 % of purchasing volume2014
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Resource-conserving Production
As part of an industry that uses a great deal of energy and resources, investing in technologies 
and processes that conserve resources is one of the most important measures Symrise can 
take to sustainably increase the company’s value. Our investments are therefore closely linked 
to process efficiency and the associated long-term cost savings. A good example of this is our 
construction of a high-efficiency cogeneration plant in Holzminden (see p. 29).

We have set ambitious goals to continually optimize our environmental footprint: Since 2006, 
we have allowed the independent investor initiative CDP to review our CO2 emissions. In 2014, 
Symrise was recognized as a leading company in the energy and raw materials sector of the 
MDAX® – scoring 96 out of 100 points on the Carbon Disclosure Leadership Index. CDP certified 
that we factor ecological risks and opportunities into our core business and informs external 
stakeholders about this in a comprehensive and transparent manner. We have also been record-
ing our indirect emissions according to Scope 3 of the GHG Protocol since 2011. We are cur-
rently recording all of our key Scope 3 emissions. With roughly 90 %, upstream production of 
raw materials represents the largest share by far.

A comprehensive analysis of our own processes and their impact on the environment is the 
most important prerequisite for successful environmental management. Organizationally, this 
is pooled in our subsidiary TESIUM, which focuses on environmental, safety and energy as-
pects over the entire lifecycle of plants and facilities. Another important tool for this is Total 
Productive Maintenance (TPM): Symrise employees work in 25 cross-hierarchical teams with 
over 52 TPM coordinators to develop solutions and put them into practice. Since 2007, we have 
implemented nearly 3,000 improvements and have been able to meet our goal of increasing 
 efficiency each year.

Together with our customers, we have also established an integrated supply chain management 
system in the form of the Symchronize™ initiative, which comprises the entire value creation 
chain from raw materials procurement to the customer’s end product. With this, we identify ap-
propriate starting points and potentials for reducing our energy, water and resource consump-
tion as well as our emissions. To achieve utmost resource efficiency, we are also developing our 
own technologies, such as the patented SymTrap® procedure. This procedure allows us to fully 
extract flavor-active components from the side streams of raw material processing – thereby 
achieving a maximum and simultaneously energy-saving resource yield.

Around the world, our environmental management is based on the ISO 14001 standard. Over 
70 % of our sales volume is produced at sites with ISO 14001 certification. The Corporate 
Compliance unit coordinates our global environmental management. Together with the business 
divisions involved, it develops guidelines and procedural instructions from the global principles 
defined by the Executive Board and assesses compliance with legal requirements and obligations.

Conserving Resources &  
Reducing Emissions

Excellence in the  
Supply Chain

Plant Safety
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Biodiversity
The biodiversity of nature makes it an irreplaceable source of natural raw materials and inspira-
tion for new flavors and fragrances as well as for functional and active ingredients. Conserving 
that biodiversity is therefore in the best interests of our industry. To answer industry-specific 
questions about the effects of our activities on biodiversity, we participated in a Biodiversity 
Check performed by the Global Nature Fund in 2011 and 2012. We adopted the necessary ac-
tions that were identified and developed a corresponding concept for biodiversity. It is based 
on three pillars: The sustainable sourcing of natural raw materials, the eco-conscious design of 
Symrise’s sites and raising awareness among employees on conserving biodiversity. Regarding 
operational implementation, we launched a strategic partnership with the Global Nature Fund 
(GNF) and the Union for Ethical BioTrade (UEBT) in 2014. The goal here, in addition to enacting 
measures for an eco-conscious design of our site in Holzminden and a detailed analysis of our 
supply chains, is in particular to identify concrete business benefits via a comprehensive bio-
diversity management system.

Diversity
The diversity of our employees enriches Symrise, thanks to the various viewpoints, cultural influ-
ences and experiences. For us, diversity is not simply a matter of tolerance. Differing opinions, 
multi-cultural diversity and various constellations of coexisting are essential sources of inspira-
tion, creativity and ideas. We rely on this diversity and its integration into our structures for sus-
tainable business success. This is the only way we can fulfill our “Sharing Values” approach.

In order to promote this potential, we hold fast to the motto of: equal opportunity for equal 
qualifications. Our employees should have equal opportunity regardless of their gender, sexual 
identity, age, nationality, religion or disabilities. The majority of our employees and managers 
hail from the respective country of Symrise’s sites. At the same time, we promote intercultural 
diversity with targeted personnel development measures. Also among our diversity efforts  
is having a balanced proportion of women. At the global level, 38 % of Symrise employees (in-
cluding Diana) are female. 

Transparent Reporting
The sustainability record from Symrise revolves around the G4 guidelines that were laid down  
by the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) and revised in 2013. Along with the standard general dis-
closures, it includes various indicators along a variety of generic GRI aspects for reporting on 
economic, social and environmental issues. The selection of which aspects will be reported on is 
the responsibility of the respective company in consideration of the basic principles of the GRI 
in terms of report content and quality. The basis for the focus of our report was the materiality 
analysis carried out in 2014, where we prioritized our strategic fields for action (see p. 60/61). 
On topics that were assigned a high priority level, we report fully (GRI option “Comprehensive”); 
on topics with a less important materiality, we report on at least one indicator (GRI option “Core”).

Biodiversity

Diversity & Equal  
Opportunity
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PROVIDE AN OVERVIEW OF THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND SITUATION OF THE COMPANY. THE COMPLETE 

GROUP MANAGEMENT REPORT AND CONSOLIDATED  FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FORM PART OF THE 2014 

 FINANCIAL REPORT AVAILABLE AT WWW.SYMRISE.COM/INVESTORS.
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Overview of the 2014 Fiscal Year
The international economic situation was reserved on the whole  
in 2014. Numerous political disputes and some military esca-
lations had a negative impact on the global economy while the 
decline in the price of crude oil in the second half of the year 
pro vided expansive impulses. For  Symrise, the acquisition of the 
French Diana Group was a defining moment of 2014. The move 
was financed through an increase in equity, a bond issue and 
bank loans. Diana is a globally leading provider of natural, 
 functional solutions in the areas of nutrition, pet food, food sup-
plements, aquacultures and cosmetics. With this transaction, 
 Symrise will substantially expand its market position in the Fla-
vor & Nutrition segment, intensify backward integration for 
 natural raw materials and expand into the highly attractive mar-
ket segment for pet food.

The  Symrise Group generated sales of € 2,120 million in the 2014 
fiscal year. This also includes sales from the Diana Group since 
July of € 234 million. Sales increased 16 % (18 % at local currency) 
over the previous year. The share of sales generated in the emer-
ging markets accounted for 47 % of Group sales and was therefo-
re slightly below last year’s mark of 48 %.

In the 2014 fiscal year, transaction and integration costs as well 
as one-off measurement effects from the purchase price allocation 
for the Diana acquisition had a negative impact on the operating 
result. These expenses were mainly incurred for legal and other 
consulting services, for termination benefits as well as in connec-
tion with the consolidation of locations. In this report, we use nor-
malized results adjusted for these one-off, non-recurring specific 
influences.1) The normalized earnings before interest, taxes, de-
preciation and amortization on property, plant and equipment 
and intangible assets (EBITDAN) of the  Symrise Group increased 
by 24 % from € 373 million to € 465 million. The Group’s EBITDA 

1) A more detailed description on how the normalized results were calculated can be found on page 95.

margin, as based on sales, improved from 20.4 % to 21.9 %, norma-
lized.

The Scent & Care segment generated sales of € 980 million in 
2014. Sales were therefore up 2 % on the previous year’s level. At 
local currency, this corresponds to growth of 4 %. EBITDA was 
up 15 % on the previous year at € 223 million. The EBITDA mar-
gin therefore amounted to 22.7 % in 2014 compared to 20.3 % in 
2013. Due to the Diana acquisition, Flavor & Nutrition increased 
its sales by 31 % to € 1,140 million. At local currency, this corres-
ponds to 34 % growth. EBITDAN for the segment was also signifi-
cantly higher than last year, amounting to € 242 million in 
2014. The EBITDAN margin amounted to 21.2 %, compared to 
20.5 % in the previous year.

The  Symrise Group’s normalized net income rose by 23 % over the 
previous year to € 212 million in the 2014 fiscal year. Despite an 
increased number of shares, normalized earnings per share im-
proved from € 1.46 in the previous year to € 1.69 in the reporting 
year. The reported earnings per share was € 1.48. The Executive 
Board and Supervisory Board will propose to increase the divi-
dend from € 0.70 to € 0.75 per share at the Annual General Mee-
ting on May 12, 2015.

Cash flow from operating activities increased 25 % and amounted 
to € 343 million in 2014, € 68 million more than in the pre vious 
year (€ 275 million). A key factor here was the improved operating 
result and the consolidation of the Diana companies. The 
 Symrise Group’s liquidity increased by € 64 million to € 199 mil-
lion as of December 31. Net debt (including provisions for pensi-
ons and similar obligations) increased to € 1,640 million as of 
the reporting date for 2014, due in large part to higher non- 
current borrowings and an increase in the provisions for pensions 

OVERVIEW OF KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

€ million 2013 2014
2014 

Normalized

Change in %  
(2014 normalized vs. 2013)

 at local currency

Sales 1,830.4 2,120.1 2,120.1 16 18

EBITDA 373.1 436.3 464.5 24 27

EBITDA margin in % 20.4 20.6 21.9   

Net income 172.3 185.0 211.6 23  

Earnings per share € 1.46 1.48 1.69 16  

Net debt (incl. provisions for pensions and similar obligations)  
as of Dec. 31 to EBITDA, or EBITDAN for 2014,  
on an annualized basis ratio 2.0 – 3.2   
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stemming from the lower interest rate as compared to the previ-
ous year. On an annualized basis, the ratio of net debt to EBITDAN 
was 3.2 as of the reporting date of December 31 and is thus 
 temporarily outside of  Symrise’s target corridor of 2.0 to 2.5 due 
to the Diana acquisition.

Basic Information on the  Symrise Group
STRUCTURE AND BUSINESS ACTIVIT IES
COMPANY PROFILE

 Symrise develops, produces and sells fragrances and flavors as 
well as active ingredients for the cosmetics industry. Its custo-
mers include companies in the perfume, cosmetics and food in-
dustries, as well as manufacturers of household products. In addi-
tion,  Symrise provides biofunctional and bioactive ingredients 
and substances to the health and personal care sector.  Symrise 
substantially expanded its portfolio of natural ingredients with 
the acquisition of the French Diana Group in July 2014. The acqui-
sition also opened up new attractive market segments, such as 
the pet food market. In 2014,  Symrise achieved sales of over € 2.1 
billion, making it one of the largest companies in the global 
 flavor and fragrances market based on pro forma sales in 2014. 
The  Diana Group generated pro forma sales for the complete 
2014 cal endar year of roughly € 460 million.  Symrise sells its 
products in 160 countries. In 2014,  Symrise generated 53 % of 
 sales in in dustrial countries in Western Europe, North America 
and parts of Asia. The number of customers served by  Symrise 

totaled approximately 6,000 in the 2014 fiscal year. The business 
model is built upon long-term relationships with our customers. 
As is  typical in the industry, however, the order situation is cha-
racterized by orders at short notice, which is reflected in an order 
backlog of approximately one month’s sales.  Symrise generated 
47 % of its sales in the emerging markets in Asia, Latin America, 
Africa, Middle East and Eastern Europe. With the Diana acquisi-
tion, this share of sales decreased by one percentage point com-
pared with the previous year, as the Diana division mainly gene-
rates its sales in developed markets. There are about 8,200 em-
ployees working in the  Symrise Group, including those from the 
Diana Group. With sites in more than 40 countries, Symrise 
has a local presence in its most important sales markets.  Symrise 
supplements its internal growth through strategic  ac quisitions 
that offer it a stronger market position or access to important tech-
nologies as well as new market segments.

The  Symrise Group originally resulted from a merger between the 
German companies Haarmann & Reimer and Dragoco in 2003. 
 Symrise’s roots date back to 1874 and 1919, when the two compa-
nies were founded. In 2006,  Symrise AG entered the stock 
 market with its initial public offering (IPO). Since then,  Symrise 
stock has been listed in the Prime Standard segment of the 
 German stock exchange. With a market capitalization of about 
€ 6.5 billion at the end of 2014,  Symrise stock is listed on the 
MDAX® index. Currently, approximately 94 % of the shares are 
in free float.

  Regional headquarters        Symrise sites

SYMRISE SITES 2014
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The two segments, Scent & Care and Flavor & Nutrition, are 
 responsible for our operating business. They each have their own 
research and development, purchasing, production, quality 
 control, marketing and sales departments. This system allows 
internal processes to be accelerated. We aim to simplify procedu-
res while making them customer-oriented and pragmatic. We 
place great value on fast and flexible decision-making.

The Flavor & Nutrition segment consists of the Flavor and Diana 
divisions following the integration of the Diana Group. The 
Scent & Care segment is comprised of the Fragrances, Cosmetic 
Ingredients (was Life Essentials until the end of 2014) and 
 Aroma Molecules divisions. The divisions themselves also break 
down into business units and the following regions: Europe, 
 Africa and Middle East (EAME), North America, Asia/Pacific and 
Latin America.

Additionally, the Group has a Corporate Center which encom-
passes the central areas of finance and managerial accounting, 
 cor porate communications, investor relations, legal affairs, 
 human resources, corporate compliance, corporate audit and glo-
bal  process design in order to exploit cross-segment synergies. 
Other supporting functions such as information technology are 
either outsourced to external service providers or bundled 
in separate Group companies. The latter have, in the divisions of 
technology, energy, safety, the environment and logistics, for 
 example, business ties to customers outside the Group.

 Symrise AG’s headquarters are located in Holzminden, Germany. 
At this site, which is the Group’s largest,  Symrise employs 
around 2,200 people in the areas of research, development, pro-
duction, marketing and sales. A large number of Corporate 
 Center employees are also based in Holzminden. The company 
has regional headquarters in the USA (Teterboro, New Jersey), 
Brazil (São Paulo), Singapore and in France (Brittany). Important 
production facilities are located in Germany, France, Brazil, 
Mexico, Singapore, China and the USA. The company also has 
development centers, most notably those in Germany, France, 
Brazil, China, Singapore and the USA. We have sales branches 
in more than 40 countries.

BUSINESS ACTIVITIES AND PRODUCTS

 Symrise manufactures about 30,000 products from around 10,000 
– mostly natural – raw materials such as vanilla, citrus products 
or flower and plant materials. The value chain of both segments 
extends across product research, development, purchasing and 
production as well as the sale of the products and solutions. The 
flavors, perfume oils and active ingredients are generally cent-
ral functional components in our customers’ end products and 
often play a decisive role in consumers’ purchasing decisions. 
Along with the typical product characteristics such as fragrance 
and taste, our value creation lies in the development of products 
with additional benefits. Examples of a combination of flavors and 
perfume oils with other innovative components include flavor-
ings that enable the sugar or salt content of foods to be reduced, 
or a moisturizing cosmetic ingredient that lowers the proportion 
of preservatives in care products. On the basis of these products, 
our customers can differentiate themselves from competitors 
with their tailor-made end products in the rapidly changing 
consumer goods market. The extensive research and develop-
ment (R & D) undertaken at the company, which is supplemen-
ted by a wide-reaching external network of research institutes 
and sci entific facilities, forms the basis of our product develop-
ment. Given the big differences in sensory preferences, compre-
hensive consumer research is also an important part of our 
R & D activities.

Our customers include large, multinational companies as well as 
important regional and local manufacturers of foods, beverages, 
pet food, perfumes, cosmetics, personal care products and clea-
ning products as well as laundry detergents.

We manufacture our flavorings and fragrances in our own pro-
duction plants. In some cases, we have longer-term delivery con-
tracts for obtaining important raw materials. We maintain close 
ties with our suppliers and establish uniform standards to gua-
rantee that the quality of our base materials remains the same.

Scent & Care
The Scent & Care segment’s approximately 15,000 products are 
sold in some 135 countries. Its portfolio includes fragrance com-
positions, cosmetic ingredients, aroma chemicals and mint pro-
ducts. It has sites in more than 30 countries. The Scent & Care 
segment is divided into the Fragrances, Cosmetic Ingredients and 
Aroma Molecules divisions, where our products are used in the 
different business units as follows.
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Fragrances: Perfumers combine aromatic raw materials like aro-
ma chemicals and essential oils into complex fragrances (perfu-
me oils).  Symrise’s perfume oils are used in perfumes (Fine 
Fragrances business unit), in personal care products (Personal 
Care business unit) and household products (Household business 
unit).  Symrise also offers the entire product range of mint 
 flavors and their intermediate products for use in toothpaste, 
mouthwash and chewing gum (Oral Care business unit).

Cosmetic Ingredients: The products manufactured in this 
 business unit are used in skin care products, hair care products, 
sun creams, after-shave balsams, shower gels, wash lotions, 
 anti-dandruff shampoos and deodorants. Products with nurturing 
characteristics are an important part of this division. Alternative 
preservatives are another focus. The division is divided into the 
Cosmetic Ingredients and UV Filters business units.

Aroma Molecules: The division comprises the Menthols, Special 
Fragrance & Flavor Ingredients and Fine Aroma Chemicals busi-
ness units. In the Menthols business unit,  Symrise manufactures 
nature-identical menthol, which is primarily used in the manu-
facture of oral care products, chewing gum and shower gels. Spe-
cial Fragrance & Flavor Ingredients and Fine Aroma Chemicals 
encompass aroma chemicals (intermediate products for perfume 
oils) of particular quality. These aroma chemicals are used for 
 Symrise’s own perfume oil production and are also sold to 
consumer goods manufacturers who make perfume oils from 
them.

Flavor & Nutrition
Flavor & Nutrition’s range of products consists of approximately 
15,000 items, which are sold in 140 countries. The flavorings 
that we produce are used by customers to make foods, beverages 
and pet foods and give the various products their individual tas-
tes.  Symrise supplies individual flavorings used in end products 
as well as complete solutions, which, apart from the actual flavor, 
can contain additional functional ingredients, food coloring or 
microencapsulated components. The segment has sites in more 
than 40 countries in Europe, Asia, North America, Latin Ameri-
ca and Africa.

In particular, the Flavors division’s flavorings and ingredients 
are used in three business units:

Beverages: Our flavors are used in non-alcoholic beverages such 
as refreshment drinks, fruit juice drinks, energy and sports 
drinks, tea and coffee drinks, malt-based drinks and functional 
drinks.  Symrise also has applications for dry or instant drinks 
such as tea and coffee specialties. The product range is rounded 
out with flavors, distillates and extracts for nearly all common 
types of alcoholic beverages – from strong drinks like spirits to 
wine liquors and non-alcoholic beers.

Savory: This includes meat flavors, herb and vegetable extracts, 
wine flavors for soups, sauces and prepared foods as well as 
meat extracts, fish and wine extracts, meat pastes and vegetable 
pastes – all with a focus on naturalness, health and well-being 
in addition to sustainability. The business unit also produces sea-
sonings for snacks.

RELEVANT AFF MARKET SIZE 2014 in € billion
(approx. € 20.5 billion overall)

Source: IAL (9th issue, Nov. 2014), internal estimates

Aroma Molecules and 
Cosmetic Ingredients

Fragrances Flavors (incl. Pet Food Flavors)

3.9  7.5  9.1  
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Sweet: This business unit focuses on the sweets, chocolates, ba-
ked goods, ice cream and dairy product areas. Flavors, fruit 
powders, natural food colors and the optics for flakes and crun-
chies are in the spotlight here while striving for naturalness, au-
thenticity and sustainability.

The product range in the Diana division is broken down into the 
following three business units:

Food: This unit, with its food ingredients, comprises natural 
sensory product solutions such as taste, texture, color and func-
tionality in foods and beverages. The unit also offers products 
for baby foods. Diana has comprehensive backward integration 
processes established for vegetables, fruit, meat and seafood. 
The aspects of quality, traceability and food safety are in the fore-
ground here.

Pet Food: This unit is responsible for natural taste and accep-
tance-enhancing product solutions for pet foods. The business 
unit maintains its own cat and dog panels for gaging progress 
on its work to improve sensory product characteristics. Fur-
thermore, solutions for enhancing the acceptance of product by 
the pet owners are also a focus of development.

Nova: This business unit is an incubator for new innovative 
 applications such as aquacultures. All Consumer Health activities 
will also be pooled in Nova in the future.

MARKE T AND COMPE TIT ION
MARKET STRUCTURE

The  Symrise Group is active in different markets across the world. 
These include the traditional market for flavorings and fra-
grances (F & F market), whose volume amounted to € 16.6 billion 
in 2014, according to calculations made by the IAL Consultants 
market research institute (9th issue, Nov. 2014). In addition, 
with the Cosmetic Ingredients and Aroma Molecules divisions, 
the company is active in the market for aroma chemicals and 
 cosmetic ingredients, which, according to our own estimates, 
achieved sales of € 3.9 billion in 2014. The markets have many 
trends and characteristics in common. The market relevant for 
 Symrise therefore has a total volume of € 20.5 billion and is 
achieving average long-term growth of around 2 to 3 % per year.

More than 500 companies are active in the market worldwide. 
The four largest providers – including  Symrise – together have a 
market share of about 53 %.

The F & F market is characterized by high barriers to entry world-
wide. There is increasing customer demand for higher quality 
and more differentiated products with ever-shorter product life 
 cycles. The majority of products and recipes are manufactured 
specially for individual customers. Furthermore, due to  local taste 
preferences, there are often many different recipes for one end 
product, depending on the country. Moreover, customer relations 
are often characterized by intensive cooperation in product de-
velopment.

AFF MARKET SHARE 2014  in %
(Market volume approx. € 20.5 billion)

Source: Corporate data and internal estimates

47 %12 %11 % 12 % 18 %

IFF Firmenich Other

Symrise 
(pro-forma) Givaudan
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Apart from different local taste preferences and behavioral pat-
terns, the demand for end products in which our products are 
used is influenced by additional factors. The increasing income 
of people in the emerging markets is having a positive impact 
on the development of demand for products containing fragrances 
and flavorings or cosmetic ingredients. Market growth is also 
based on simple products that meet basic needs and have an es-
tablished presence in the markets of industrialized nations. 
In the developed Western European, Asian and North American 
markets, consumer trends such as beauty, health, well-being, 
convenience and naturalness determine the growing demand for 
products containing  Symrise ingredients.

 SYMRISE’S MARKET POSITION

 Symrise is one of the largest companies in the F & F industry. In 
relation to the relevant market of € 20.5 billion,  Symrise’s mar-
ket share is roughly 12 % in terms of pro forma sales in 2014. The 
company’s biggest competitors, such as Givaudan, Firmenich or 
IFF, are primarily active in the traditional flavor, fragrance and 
perfume oil business.  Symrise has expanded both segments 
with additional applications: for instance, with cosmetic ingre-
dients in Scent & Care and pet foods and food ingredients within 
the Diana division of the Flavor & Nutrition segment. On the basis 
of these more complex product solutions, greater value creation 
can be achieved. In sub-markets such as food supplements, sun 
protection filters or other cosmetic ingredients,  Symrise also 
competes with companies or segments of these companies that 
do not belong to the traditional F & F industry.

 Symrise has worldwide leading positions in certain market seg-
ments, for example in the synthesis of nature-identical L-menthol 
and its derivatives as well as mint flavor compositions.  Symrise 
also holds a leading position in the UV sun protection filter seg-
ment as well as in baby and pet foods thanks to its acquisition of 
Diana.

GOALS AND STR ATEGY
GOALS

In the long term, we want to strengthen our market position and 
ensure  Symrise’s independence. At the same time, we recognize 
our responsibility towards the environment, our employees and 
society at large. By increasing our sustainability regarding our 
footprint, innovation, sourcing and care, we minimize risk and 
promote  Symrise’s continued economic success.

 Market position: With long-term growth of 5 to 7 % per year 
(CAGR), our sales growth should exceed the long-term growth 
of the market, which is expanding by about 2 to 3 % per year on 
average. In this way, we will gradually increase the distance 
between us and our smaller competitors and gain market share.

 Value orientation: We want to consistently be among the 
most profitable companies in the industry. We aim to achieve 
a sustainable EBITDA margin of 19 to 22 %.

 Financial situation: The ratio of net debt (including provisions 
for pensions and similar obligations) to EBITDA should be in a 
corridor between 2.0 and 2.5 in the medium term. In our view, 
it is possible to exceed this range in the short term by making 
acquisitions, as with our purchase of the Diana Group in mid-
2014, within the framework of our strategy. A consistently 
high cash flow from operating activities contributes to the 
company’s financial stability.

Performance results are described in greater detail in the corpo-
rate development section. We ensure that our shareholders have 
an appropriate share in the company’s success. Our dividend po-
licy is oriented toward the company’s profitability.

STRATEGY

 Symrise’s corporate strategy is based on the three pillars of 
growth, efficiency and portfolio. It incorporates aspects of sus-
tainability at all levels in order to enhance the company’s value 
over the long term and minimize risks. In this way, we are ma-
king sustainability an integral part of our business model and 
turning it into a clear competitive advantage. The goal is a com-
pletely integrated corporate strategy.

 Growth: We strengthen our cooperation with our strategic 
customers around the world and expand our business in the 
emerging markets. We make sure that we remain the inno-
vation leaders in our core competencies. This ensures our con-
tinued growth.
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 Efficiency: We constantly work to improve our processes and 
concentrate on products with a high level of value creation. 
With backward integration for key raw materials, we ensure a 
consistent, high-quality supply of these materials in sufficient 
quantities and at set conditions. We work cost-consciously in 
every division. This ensures our profitability.

 Portfolio: We enhance our product portfolio and tap into new 
markets and segments. We continue to expand our expertise 
in the areas of nutrition and care. With the acquisition of the 
Diana Group, we have substantially expanded our diversified 
product range, particularly in the areas of baby and pet food. 
This ensures our unique market position.

 Symrise grows organically. When it makes sense, we engage in 
expansive acquisitions or enter into strategic partnerships for 
product development. At the same time, we want to ensure that 
 Symrise remains capable of taking advantage of any growth 
 opportunities that arise without jeopardizing the company’s 
 financial stability.

SUSTAINABILIT Y
For  Symrise, business success and responsibility for the 
 environment, its employees and society are inextricably linked. 
 Symrise’s corporate strategy therefore incorporates aspects of 
sustainability at all levels in order to enhance the company’s 
value over the long term and minimize risks.  Symrise’s entrepre-
neurial activity involves the interests of many different stakehol-
der groups. Through an active dialogue with these stakeholders, 
we discuss their expectations and requirements and incorporate 
them at every stage of value creation in order to develop suc-
cessful solutions. This allows us to create value for all of our 
stakeholders.

The  Symrise set of values forms the foundation of how we think 
and act and also determines our corporate culture. “Because We 
Care” is the guiding principle of  Symrise’s commitment to a 
 holistic understanding of its entrepreneurial activity. Our goal is 
a completely integrated corporate strategy.

The successive, strategic integration of sustainability into our 
core processes is managed by a global, cross-divisional team – 
the  Symrise Sustainability Board. It consists of senior manage-
ment representatives and ensures both the development and 
 implementation of issues relevant for sustainability across the en-
tire extended value chain as well as the consideration of the in-
terests of key stakeholders. Implementation of the sustainability 

objectives set by the Sustainability Board lies with the seg-
ments. For this reason, the Executive Board and Sustainability 
Board appointed global ambassadors to be responsible for the 
 coordination of sustainability efforts in the Flavor & Nutrition and 
Scent & Care segments. Together with representatives from 
the Corporate Compliance and Corporate Communications depart-
ments, they manage the Group’s sustainability strategy, while 
 direct responsibility for the strategy lies with the Chief Executive 
Officer of  Symrise AG.

The sustainability reporting conforms to the requirements of the 
application level A of the Global Reporting Initiative™ (GRI) and 
fulfills the G4 guidelines.  Symrise once again received external 
recognition of its sustainability efforts in 2014.

VALUE - ORIENTED MANAGEMENT
Different variables are used within the framework of value-orien-
ted company management. The EBITDA margin, for which we 
have defined an average target value of 19 to 22 %, serves as an 
indicator of the company’s profitability. Increasing the value of 
the company is accounted for in the remuneration system for the 
Executive Board and selected managerial staff. In addition, we 
 attach great importance to the company’s financial stability. An 
important key figure is the ratio of net debt (including provisions 
for pensions and similar obligations) to EBITDA, for example.

Management’s focus is guided by these financial control pa-
rameters. Non-financial benchmarks are playing an increasingly 
 important role.

RESE ARCH AND DE VELOPMENT
GUIDELINES AND FOCUS AREAS

Our research and development (R & D) strategy aims to connect 
the individual components of product development, such as mar-
ket and consumer research, R & D and creation, throughout the 
Group. All research activities are oriented toward the customer 
and the market. Through the close linkup of R & D with marke-
ting and sales, purchasing and manufacturing, product de-
velopment, quality assurance and regulatory issues, we check 
early on to see whether new products and technologies can be 
implemented and if they are profitable. External cooperations 
and  networks (open innovation) are bringing a wealth of new me-
thods and ideas to the development process. All R & D activities 
are geared to the guidelines of environmental compatibility, sus-
tainability, innovation and cost efficiency. The capitalization rate 
for research and development activities amounted to 0.5 % in the 
2014 fiscal year and therefore continues to be insignificant.
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The Scent & Care segment focuses on six areas in its R & D 
 strategy:

 Innovations in the area of green chemistry for use in 
 fragrances and cosmetic ingredients

 Functional substances for oral care products

 Bioactive ingredients for cosmetic applications

 Release systems for fragrances

 Malodor masking

 Sensory research and receptor biology

In the Flavor & Nutrition segment, the following areas are being 
reworked via six technology platforms:

 Developing and establishing concepts for ensuring the authen-
ticity of natural aromatic substances

 Developing agro-based and declaration-compatible flavor sys-
tems such as plant extracts with improved fermentation pro-
perties for optimizing sweet flavors, authentic onion-based 
 flavor systems, optimized and sustainable vanilla extracts and 
new savory flavor systems

 Developing natural aromatic substances as well as complex 
natural flavor preparations with authentic flavor profiles that 
integrate new botanical raw materials as well as the latest bio-
catalysis methods

 Optimizing high-protein foods in regards to masking unwanted 
flavors (bitterness and astringency masking)

 Identifying and validating functional effects in natural subs-
tances with physiological functional properties for the areas of 
Health and Nutrition

 New technologies for the selective enrichment and release of 
aromatic substances

 New, application-specific encapsulation technologies particu-
larly for teas, chewing gums and snacks

 Formulating products with health-promoting characteristics 
while simultaneously optimizing the sensory profile with spe-
cial attention to ingredients relevant for health

 Initial optimization of flavor systems and technologies for feed 
components aimed at increasing acceptance from pets in the 
Diana Pet Food business unit

 Evaluating and further developing agriculture-based raw 
 materials from the Diana Food business unit

ORGANIZATION

 Symrise’s two segments each manage their own R & D activities 
due to the varying requirements of their respective markets and 
customers. At the same time, technologies, processes and fin-
dings are made available to both segments in order to achieve 
synergies, such as in the fields of green chemistry and white bio-
technology. The R & D resources of both segments are directly 
 integrated into the organization. Multiple R & D centers around 
the world ensure that the regional activities of both segments 

R & D COSTS in € million
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are optimally supported. The activities in Holzminden concentra-
te in particular on fragrance, flavor and taste research as well as 
the implementation of the principles of green chemistry in the 
development of fragrances, aromatic substances and cosmetic 
 ingredients. Furthermore, there is a focus on the development of 
new functional ingredients for application in foods. The majority 
of the R & D activities for the Diana division (Diana Pet Food and 
Food) is located in France, with additional research and devel-
opment on plant cell culture-based technologies located in Oregon 
(USA). Development and application technologies for the seg-
ments are also located in Teterboro (USA), Singapore, Tokyo (Ja-
pan), Chennai (India), Paris (France) and São Paulo (Brazil).

From idea to marketable product, the innovation process at 
 Symrise is organized based on a uniform, stage model with 
 decision filters. The process is established throughout the compa-
ny. A business plan containing exact project descriptions, in-
cluding the project’s costs and resource usage, is developed for 
every project. An evaluation system for determining the sus-
tainability of projects and the resulting products and processes 
was also developed and introduced in 2014.

PERSONNEL AND EXPENSES

At  Symrise, nearly 18 %, or 1,457, of our employees work in the 
R & D area worldwide. In the previous year, 1,160 employees 
worked in R & D. The increase is mainly due to the acquisition of 
the Diana Group. Total R & D expenditures amounted to € 139 
million in the 2014 fiscal year (previous year: € 127 million), com-
prising 6.6 % of sales (previous year: 6.9 %). Research expenses 
will remain at this level in the future in order to further increase 
 Symrise’s innovative strength.

EMPLOYEES
STRUCTURE OF THE WORKFORCE

As of December 31, 2014, the  Symrise Group employed 8,160 
people (not including trainees and apprentices) worldwide. In 
comparison to December 31, 2013 (5,959), this represents an ad-

ditional 2,201 employees. The increase in the number of em-
ployees in the Flavor & Nutrition segment was particularly nota-
ble (+2,151 employees). This segment employs 62 % of the Group’s 
total workforce. This increase is primarily the result of the acqui-
sition of the Diana Group and its 2,066 employees. 27 % of em-
ployees work in the Scent & Care segment. Here, the number of 
employees increased by 26 in 2014. About 11 % of the Group’s 
employees work in the Corporate Services and Corporate Center 
segments as well as in the separate Group companies Symotion 
and Tesium, which also occasionally provide services for third 
parties in such areas as technology, energy, safety, environmen-
tal issues and logistics. The number of apprentices and trainees 
was up 12 % on the previous year at 141 (previous year: 126 
apprentices and trainees). They are trained in particular as che-
mical lab technicians and chemists, industrial clerks and busi-
ness students (dual training with a Bachelor of Business Admi-
nistration degree) as well as industrial mechanics.

From a functional perspective, the majority (48 %) of the  Symrise 
Group’s workforce is employed in the area of production and 
technology. This was also the area that experienced the greatest 
growth in personnel in 2014, adding 1,514 employees. 21 % of the 
workforce is employed in sales and marketing, while 18 % of em-
ployees work in research and development.

Of the Group’s 8,160 employees, about 30 % work at sites in Ger-
many, while the EAME region as a whole accounts for 53 % of the 
workforce. 20 % of our employees work in the Latin America re-
gion, 16 % in Asia/Pacific and 11 % in North America. The in-
crease in employees in 2014 was especially notable in EAME 
(excluding Germany) at 133 % as a result of the Diana acquisiti-
on, though growth in Latin America and North America was 
also strong at 86 % and 37 % respectively.

In terms of age range, employees between the ages of 30 and 49 
dominate the workforce at the  Symrise Group, with a share of 
60 %. We regularly assess the demographic development of our 

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY SEGMENT

 December 31, 2013 December 31, 2014 Change in %

Flavor & Nutrition 2,943 5,094 + 73

Scent & Care 2,147 2,173 + 1

Corporate functions and services 869 893 + 3

Total (not including trainees and apprentices) 5,959 8,160 + 37

Trainees and apprentices 126 141 + 12

Total 6,085 8,301 + 36

Basis: Full-time equivalents (FTE), not including temporary workers
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workforce. Demographic development will be very steady over 
the next ten years. The natural reduction of the workforce due to 
retirement will be around 1 to 2 % per year until 2020.

Over 40 % of the  Symrise Group’s employees have been with the 
company for at least ten years – for German sites, this group ac-
counts for 70 % of the workforce. Our employee turnover rate 
 remained very low in Germany, totaling 1.2 % in 2014. Globally, 
the figure was 4.8 %.

PERSONNEL STRATEGY

The strategic focuses for human resources in 2014 concentrated 
on personnel and manager development as well as the integration 
of Diana. Moreover, we enhanced our activities in the areas of 
health management, work-life balance, diversity and demographic 
change.

Employee and Manager Development
In 2014,  Symrise started a program for the development of 
 future managers under the title “Future Generation Leadership 
Development Program.” This program aims to develop the next 
generation of the company’s managers. We deliberately imple-
mented diversity criteria regarding the selection of participants. 
40 % of the participants are women. A total of 22 junior talents 

from our two segments and from eight countries were put on a 
two-year developmental path that entails an intensive Eng-
lish-language program.

Integrating the Diana Group into the  Symrise Organization
As an international company with headquarters in Germany, 
 Symrise faced some notable HR-related challenges regarding 
the integration of its acquisition Diana. Diana employs about 
2,100 employees worldwide, with about 1,000 of these working 
in France. Here, we needed to be considerate of the country’s 
 established HR-policy culture.  Symrise sees the French workforce 
and management team as an asset with a special cultural value 
that is worth protecting and preserving. That is why we decided 
to integrate Diana into the  Symrise organization as a separate 
division within the Flavor & Nutrition segment. The Diana division 
is also being headed by a French managing director joining 
 Symrise from Diana, which is another component of this cultural 
respect. This manager participates in the regular meetings 
of the expanded management at  Symrise. We have established a 
special incentive program that is oriented towards the targeted 
sales and earnings goals to support and motivate the Diana ma-
nagers to achieve the ambitious medium-term goals.

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY REGION

  December 31, 2013 December 31, 2014 Change in %

Germany 2,398 2,462 + 3

EAME not including Germany 786 1,829 + 133

North America 673 922 + 37

Asia/Pacific 1,235 1,333 + 8

Latin America 867 1,614 + 86

Total 5,959 8,160 + 37

Basis: Full-time equivalents (FTE), not including apprentices, trainees and temporary workers

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY FUNCTION

  December 31, 2013 December 31, 2014 Change in %

Production & Technology 2,431 3,945 + 62

Sales & Marketing 1,561 1,747 + 12

Research & Development 1,160 1,457 + 26

Administration 440 629 + 43

Service companies 367 382 + 4

Total 5,959 8,160 + 37

Basis: Full-time equivalents (FTE), not including apprentices, trainees and temporary workers
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Education
One of  Symrise’s strengths is in the training and development of 
our technical personnel, particularly in the creative segment. 
The flavorist and perfumer schools train specialists who can be 
quickly and successfully employed. Next, the technical training 
of our production employees is a core component of  Symrise’s pro-
fessional development program with training courses for chem-
ical production specialists, process chemical technicians or as in-
ventory specialists at Symotion GmbH. Our high-performance 
 sales training for sales personnel is also being continued and 
further expanded.

 Symrise has made considerable investments into the continuation 
and expansion of its training at its Holzminden site. Each year, 
we hire roughly 45 new apprentices in various occupational trai-
ning programs. This helps us prepare for the upcoming demo-
graphic change. Two additional  Symrise employees with a che-
mical-technical professional background began studies in a dual 
degree program in Life Science Technologies as of the winter se-
mester of 2014.

 Symrise supports employees who engage in further training or 
educational measures, including Master’s programs and PhDs, 
in a wide variety of ways. This support provides great motivation 
for the employees and ultimately benefits the company as well.

Company Daycare
Another important component of the corporate culture at Symrise 
is our family-oriented HR policy. Here,  Symrise took the initiati-
ve, in cooperation with other companies in the region and an ex-

ternal operator, and co-founded a company daycare in Holzmin-
den: the “Grasshoppers.” The daycare launched in December 2014 
with its first group of children and will move into its own new 
rooms in 2015. This important initiative aims to enhance and im-
prove the compatibility of work and family life.

Working Life
A further strategic element of  Symrise’s HR policy is focused on 
demographic change. Though not in the short and medium term, 
 Symrise will face major challenges in the longer term after 2020. 
The introduction of working time accounts for employees in 
 Germany, which allow employees to retire early and/or more fle-
xibly, is an initial step in the right direction.

Health management
 Symrise boosted its activities in health management and formed a 
global network of participants under the title of “SymplyHealthy.” 
This will link regional activities and allow team members to learn 
from one another. The focus in Germany this year was on pro-
duction, which generally operates on a shift work schedule, with 
initiatives in three areas: exercise, nutrition and sleep.

Diversity
Diversity is a central element of  Symrise’s HR policy and will be 
built upon continually. In 2014, we initially began establishing 
greater transparency and KPIs on the central parameters of di-
versity, such as nationality and gender, in order to measure what 
ratio of men and women work at  Symrise and how well this is 
 reflected at the management level. This program will be continu-
ed in 2015 with various activities.

30 % 30 %19 %17 %4 %

AGE STRUCTURE OF THE WORKFORCE 2014 in %

60 years and older 50-59 years 40-49 years

Under 30 years 30-39 years
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PERSONNEL MEASURES

Remuneration and Wage Agreements
 Symrise uses the wage agreements applicable to the chemicals 
industry for its employees in Germany – both in terms of content 
and duration. In February 2014, a wage agreement was concluded 
for the chemical industry in Germany that calls for an increase 
of the tariff wages of 3.7 %. For the application of this increase at 
 Symrise, we took into account our pioneering site safeguard 
agreement, which will remain in effect through the year 2020, 
and provides for salary reductions of 0.7 percentage points 
c ompared to the industry tariff. As a result, the tariff wages of 
our employees in Germany will be increased by 3 % by the wage 
agreement. The adjusted tariff wages will remain valid until the 
end of March 2015.

At the other  Symrise sites, our tariff policies are oriented towards 
the local benchmarks and inflation rates.  Symrise is also a 
competitive employer in these markets in regards to compensa-
tion and benefits.

Flexible remuneration systems, which honor employees’ indivi-
dual contributions with variable salary components and at the 
same time take the company’s economic situation into account, 
are an important element of our modern remuneration policy. 
The remuneration systems are based on our salary range model, 
which was introduced at all of the major  Symrise sites. The 
 advantages of this job grade concept lie in a structured and com-
prehensible remuneration and in its international comparability. 
This makes our company more attractive as an employer and con-
tributes toward recruiting and retaining employees.

In addition, a separate global performance bonus plan ensuring 
that company goals are reached by means of a variable remune-
ration geared toward results and performance applies to about 70 
managers with global or regional responsibilities: Employee per-
formance should pay off at  Symrise.

Measures to Safeguard Competitiveness
The existing company wage agreement between  Symrise and IG 
BCE (Mining, Chemical and Energy Industrial Union) makes an 
important contribution toward securing the company’s competi-
tive position. The agreement was extended until 2020 at the be-
ginning of 2012. The essential elements of the agreement on the 
company’s side are a guarantee of location and employment as 
well as investment commitments of around € 220 million for the 
German sites until 2020. At the same time, the agreement forms 
the basis for qualification measures and considerable cost savings 

through the retention of a working week of 40 hours and the gra-
dual takeover of the IG BCE union wage rates with clearly de-
fined reductions of 0.7 percentage points per year until 2020. 
The implemen tation of qualification measures, which foster and 
enhance the innovative ability of our employees, is an essential 
pillar of our personnel policy. With these concessions, the work-
force is making a decisive contribution to internationally compe-
titive per sonnel costs at our German sites. A key element of the 
collective bargaining agreement is the return of these competiti-
veness-enhancing discounts to employees if  Symrise loses its 
independence. In this case, the chemical industry’s general 
wage agreement automatically comes into effect six months after 
 Symrise is acquired by a third party. This does not affect the 
site guarantee and the waiver of terminations for business reasons 
through 2020.

Economic Report
GLOBAL ECONOMIC AND INDUSTRY- REL ATED 
CONDITIONS
DIFFERENTIATED EFFECTS ON  SYMRISE

 Symrise’s business development is influenced by various factors 
in the company’s environment. Regarding sales, general econo-
mic development plays a big role. The sub-markets in which we 
are active show different degrees of fluctuation depending on eco-
nomic developments.

In our manufacturing, we make use of about 10,000 natural and 
synthetic raw materials. On account of various factors, including 
the development of the economy, oil prices and harvests, these 
raw materials can be subject to strong price fluctuations. Further-
more, production can be affected by shortfalls in the supply of 
raw materials due to political unrest in supplier countries, among 
other things.

 Symrise’s products are used in a number of applications world-
wide, such as the manufacture of food including baby food and 
pet food, in cosmetic and pharmaceutical end products and in 
household products. Worldwide use of our products requires 
that we observe national and internationally valid consumer pro-
tection guidelines and legal regulations. These regulations are 
in constant flux due to new findings in research, development and 
production technology, a growing need for safety and a steadily 
increasing health and environmental awareness across the globe. 
We observe the regional and global development of the regula-
tory environment, ensuring that we can react quickly to changes 
in or tightening of regulations.
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GLOBAL ECONOMIC CONDITIONS

The international economic situation was reserved on the whole 
in 2014. According to the January 2015 estimates from the Inter-
national Monetary Fund (IMF), global economic output increa-
sed by 3.3 %, just as it did in 2013. Numerous political disputes 
and military escalations, particularly those in the Middle East, 
Africa and Ukraine, and their negative economic effects weig-
hed down on the global economy. This was countered in the se-
cond half of 2014 by the drastic drop in oil prices, which provi-
ded expansionary impulses. 

Economic performance in the industrialized countries showed 
a significantly divergent picture in 2014. While the US economy 
grew stronger than expected at 2.4 %, economic development in 
 Japan (0.1 %) and the eurozone (0.8 %) lagged behind expectations. 
Mainly due to ongoing structural problems, the economies of 
 Italy and France achieved little to no growth. The German eco-
nomy grew 1.6 % in 2014 according to calculations from the Fe-
deral Statistical Office, after only 0.1 % in the previous year. 
Here, private consumption and industry investments were the 
key drivers of growth while exports minus imports only provi-
ded a relatively small contribution.

The economic output of the emerging and developing countries 
expanded by an estimated 4.4 % in 2014 after 4.7 % in the previous 
year. Here, too, the pace of growth varied greatly between the 
various markets. Countries in Asia achieved an average econo-
mic growth of 6.5 %, though China experienced something of a 
down year, particularly due to reserved investment behavior. On 
the other hand, India’s economy achieved greater growth than 
in 2013. Economic development in Eastern Europe suffered from 
the conflict in Ukraine and the related sanctions as well as from 

the drop in oil prices, especially in Russia. Some countries in La-
tin America, namely Argentina, Brazil and Venezuela, also 
 struggled with grave economic problems – for instance with high 
inflation or a drop in the value of their currency.

When viewed as an isolated factor, overall economic development 
has varying influence on the course of business of  Symrise:

 Economic fluctuations in the developed markets have very little 
effect on the demand for end products containing  Symrise 
products if they cover basic needs – for example, in the nutri-
tion, personal care or household areas.

 The demand for products in the “luxury segments” of Fine Fra-
grances and Personal Care (about 10 % to 15 % of our product 
portfolio) is significantly more dependent on the disposable in-
come of private households.

 In the emerging markets, there is higher demand for products 
refined with flavorings and fragrances, in keeping with the 
dynamically increasing standard of living of the population.

  Symrise customer companies manage production and 
warehousing so that as little capital as possible is tied up. 
Uncertainties about future sales development lead to adjust-
ments,  including those that affect the amount of products 
purchased from  Symrise.

 Symrise benefited from its favorable market position in the emer-
ging markets as well as a broadly diversified customer portfolio 
in the 2014 fiscal year.

DEVELOPMENT OF GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT IN 2013/2014 in %
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DEVELOPMENT OF ESSENTIAL SALES MARKETS

The relevant market for the  Symrise Group is growing at a long-
term rate of 2 to 3 %. For 2014, the global market volume amoun-
ted to € 20.5 billion. The flavors and fragrances market segment 
as well as the market segment for aroma chemicals also showed 
a similar development over the past fiscal year.

PRICE DEVELOPMENT AND AVAILABILIT Y OF 

RAW MATERIALS

 Symrise uses about 10,000 different raw materials in production. 
Important examples are natural vanilla and citrus derivatives 
(juices, essential oils, etc.), citral and terpene derivatives and base 
chemicals derived from crude oil which are used in  Symrise’s 
value chain as menthol intermediate products, solvents as well as 
raw materials for sun protection filters and special aromatic 
 substances. In general, however, individual raw materials com-
prise only a very small part of the total requirement. Procure-
ment costs saw moderate downturns for many raw materials in 
2014. This was overcompensated, however, by significant un-
foreseen price increases in citrus-based raw materials such as 
juice concentrates and peel extracts. With the very important 
citral and terpene derivatives, which are used to manufacture fra-
grances, the supply and cost situation intensified in 2014. The 
same is true for most base chemicals, such as solvents.

Overall, the prices for chemical raw materials decreased slightly 
over the course of the 2014 fiscal year. Natural raw materials 
 experienced significant price distortions due to the unsettled 
market environment and continued high level of volatility. To 
 increase supply security with base products,  Symrise has for 
years pursued a strategy of long-term cooperation. Examples 
of this are the collaboration with LANXESS in the manufacture 

of synthetic menthols and a presence in Madagascar, the most 
 importance source country for bourbon vanilla, with backward 
integration, meaning the inclusion of local farmers.

CORPOR ATE DE VELOPMENT
GENERAL STATEMENT ON THE COURSE OF BUSINESS 

AND ON THE GROUP ’S NET ASSETS, FINANCIAL 

POSITION AND RESULTS OF OPERATIONS

The  Symrise Group generated sales of € 2,120 million in the 
2014 fiscal year. This also includes sales from the Diana Group 
since July 2014 of € 234 million. Sales increased 16 % over the 
previous year in the reporting currency (18 % at local currency). 
The emerging markets’ share of total Group sales amounted to 
47 %. With the Diana acquisition, this share of sales decreased 
by one percentage point compared with the previous year, as 
the Diana division mainly generates its sales in developed mar-
kets. Earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amorti-
zation on property, plant and equipment and intangible assets 
(EBITDAN) at the Group level increased by 24 %, from € 373 
 million to € 465 million. This corresponds to a sales margin of 
21.9 % (previous year EBITDA margin: 20.4 %).

The normalized net income for 2014 increased by € 40 million 
over the previous year to € 212 million. Normalized earnings 
per share amounted to € 1.69 (2013: € 1.46). The reported ear-
nings per share was € 1.48. Given this positive development, 
 Symrise AG’s Executive Board will, in consultation with the Su-
pervisory Board, propose raising the dividend from € 0.70 to 
€ 0.75 per share at the Annual General Meeting on May 12, 2015.

SALES DEVELOPMENT OF THE SYMRISE GROUP in € mil l ion
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RESULT OF OPERATIONS

Group Sales
For 2014 as a whole, the  Symrise Group generated sales of 
€ 2,120 million. This also includes sales from the Diana Group 
since July 2014 (€ 234 million). In comparison to the previous 
year, sales increased 16 % in the reporting currency and 18 % at 
local currency. 

Segments: Scent & Care was able to increase sales at local 
 currency by 4 % to € 980 million. Sales in the Flavor & Nutrition 
segment reached € 1,140 million in the past fiscal year. This 
 corresponds to an increase at local currency of 34 % compared to 
the previous year, due in large part to the Diana acquisition. 
 Without the Diana acquisition, growth at local currency for the 
Flavor & Nutrition segment would have amounted to 6 %.

Regions: Sales in the EAME region were up 19 % for the year 
(at local currency: 21 %). The North America region also de-
veloped very positively in the 2014 fiscal year and achieved sales 
growth of 17 % compared to the previous year (at local currency: 
17 %). Business in the Asia/Pacific region also developed positi-
vely, with a sales increase of 8 % (at local currency: 10 %). Sales 
in the  Latin America region increased by 16 % compared to the 
previous year (at local currency: 27 %).

Sales in emerging markets exceeded the previous year’s figures 
at local currency by 17 %. The share of this group of countries 
in total sales was 47 % in the 2014 fiscal year. With the Diana ac-
quisition, this share of sales decreased by one percentage point 
compared with the previous year, as the Diana division mainly 
generates its sales in developed markets.

Scent & Care Sales
In the 2014 fiscal year, the Scent & Care segment generated sales 
of € 980 million. Sales were therefore up 2 % on the previous ye-
ar’s level. At local currency, this corresponds to growth of 4 %.

All divisions posted positive sales developments in the year under 
review. The Cosmetic Ingredients division generated the stron-
gest growth. However, the Fragrances and Aroma Molecules di-
visions also increased sales significantly.

Regions: All regions were able to notably increase their sales at 
local currency in the past fiscal year. Leading the way was the La-
tin America region, with the Fragrances and Cosmetic Ingredients 
divisions making the strongest contributions.

In the EAME region, sales at local currency increased by 5 %. 
Both in the developed markets of Western Europe as well as 
in the emerging markets of Eastern Europe, we managed to ge-
nerate high single and even double-digit growth rates. The Fra-
grances and Cosmetic Ingredients divisions in particular posted 
high growth rates here.

Sales rose by 2 % at local currency in North America. The growth 
was seen in the Fragrances division, which was especially 
due to the positive development in the Oral Care business unit.

In the Asia/Pacific region, sales at local currency increased by 
2 %. Here, the growth in sales over the previous year came from 
the Aroma Molecules division in particular. While Cosmetic In-
gredients generated moderate growth, Fragrances came in 
slightly below the previous year’s figure. The greatest growth 
impulses were seen in India, Japan and Indonesia.

SALES BY REGION

€ million 2013 2014 Change in %
Change in % 

at local currency

EAME 828.3 989.0 19 21

North America 350.3 408.6 17 17

Asia/Pacific 419.6 452.6 8 10

Latin America 232.2 269.8 16 27

Total 1,830.4 2,120.1 16 18
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Scent & Care achieved its highest growth in the past fiscal year in 
Latin America. Sales increased 10 % compared to the previous 
year at local currency. Particularly the Fragrances and Cosmetic 
Ingredients divisions managed to achieve high growth rates so-
metimes reaching double-digits. Particularly dynamic was the 
development of business in the markets of Brazil, Argentina, Me-
xico and Colombia.

Divisions: The Fragrances division, which accounts for more 
than half of the sales in the Scent & Care segment, posted mod-
erate single-digit sales growth at local currency in the 2014 
 fiscal year. In particular, the Personal Care and Household busi-
ness units achieved high growth rates.

The Cosmetic Ingredients division generated a high single-digit 
growth rate at local currency in 2014, which was particularly 
due to good development in the business unit sharing the same 
name, Cosmetic Ingredients.  Symrise also won two PCHi awards 
at the 2014 Personal Care and Homecare Ingredients (PCHi) trade 
fair in recognition of its development achievements. SymHair® 
Force 1631 won in the category for ground-breaking  ingredient 
of the year thanks to its special properties that strengthen hair. 
Meanwhile, SymSave® H impressed with its multi-functional sta-
bilizing properties and took the top spot in the category for 
 functional ingredients/preservatives.

Sales performance in the Aroma Molecules division was positive 
in the 2014 fiscal year and achieved moderate growth at local 
currency. Key growth drivers here were the Menthols and Special 
Fragrance & Flavor Ingredients business units.

Flavor & Nutrition Sales
In the 2014 fiscal year, the Flavor & Nutrition segment generated 
sales of € 1,140 million. Compared to the previous year, this 
 corresponds to growth of 31 %; at local currency the increase was 
34 %. It also includes for the first time sales from the Diana 
Group since July 2014 of € 234 million. Without this effect, growth 
amounts to 6 % at local currency.

Regions: Compared to the previous year, Flavor & Nutrition in-
creased sales substantially in every region in 2014, with the 
 acquisition of the Diana Group making a significant contribution 
to this result.

In the EAME region, sales at local currency in the 2014 fiscal 
year eclipsed the figures from the previous year by 33 %. In ad-
dition to the sales contributions from the Diana acquisition, this 
growth is especially attributable to the emerging markets of 
 Africa, the Gulf region and Eastern Europe. Sales in some Wes-
tern European markets also saw significant improvements. 
 Performance in Nigeria, Russia, the UK, Spain, Poland and Egypt 
was particularly dynamic. The Savory and Beverages business 
units generated the highest growth rates, especially with strate-
gically important customers.

In North America, sales at local currency increased by 43 % in 
the 2014 fiscal year. The key growth driver here was also the sa-
les generated by the Diana Group. Additionally, the Sweet busi-
ness unit posted high double-digit growth rates. Here, vanilla 
 flavors for strategic customers in particular contributed to sales 
growth.

In the Asia/Pacific region, sales at local currency increased in 
the past fiscal year by 20 %. The markets in the Philippines, 
 Bangladesh, India, Thailand and Indonesia provided especially 
high, occasionally double-digit growth rates for the Flavor & Nu-
trition segment. The business units Beverages and Savory ma-
naged to notably expand their business and achieve double-digit 
and high single-digit growth. The Sweet business unit, on the 
other hand, was slightly below the level of the previous year.

In the Latin America region – again the strongest performing 
 region – Flavor & Nutrition achieved growth of 57 % at local cur-
rency compared to the previous year. The key growth driver 
here was also the acquisition of the Diana Group. Moreover, sales 
in Argentina, Venezuela, Chile and Guatemala in particular 
were up considerably for the year. The Sweet, Savory and Bever-
ages business units generated high single-digit, and sometimes 
double-digit, growth rates thanks to new business with global 
and regional customers.
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Development of Important Items in the Income Statement
In the 2014 fiscal year, acquisition and integration costs of € 20 
million relating to the purchase of the Diana Group impacted the 
operating result. As part of the preliminary purchase price 
 allocation for the Diana acquisition completed in the fourth quar-
ter, the acquired inventories had to be measured once at their 
fair value. These were consumed by the end of the year. The in-
creased material costs related to these measured inventories lo-
wered the operating result by € 10 million. In the following, we 
use normalized results (EBITN/EBITDAN) adjusted for these 
one-off, non-recurring specific influences. The consolidation of 
the Diana Group since July 2014 had a positive impact on our 
 result (EBITDAN) of € 48.8 million. In 2014, the cost of sales rose 
by € 159 million, or 15 %, to € 1,218 million (2013: € 1,060 milli-
on). The increase is mainly due to the acquisition of the Diana 
Group. Gross profit increased by 17 % and amounted to € 902 
million (2013: € 771 million). The gross margin was 42.5 % and 
therefore 0.4 percentage points higher than in the previous 
year (42.1 %). Selling and marketing expenses were up by 17 % 
compared to the previous year, amounting to € 340 million 
(2013: € 290 million). This corresponds to 16.1 % of Group sales 
(2013: 15.8 %). R & D expenses increased by 9 % to € 139 million 
(2013: € 127 million). The R & D rate was therefore 6.6 % (previous 

year: 6.9 %). Administration expenses increased by 29 % to 
€ 109 million (previous year: € 85 million). Administration ex-
penses as a share of Group sales amounted to 5.2 % in the year 
 under review (previous year: 4.6 %). The rise in selling and mar-
keting, research and administration expenses compared to 
the previous year primarily relates to the inclusion of the Diana 
Group in the consolidated financial statements.

Earnings Situation
Group: Earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amor-

tization on property, plant and equipment and intangible 

 assets (EBITDAN) were up 24 % in 2014 to € 465 million (2013: 
€ 373 million). The Diana acquisition, in particular, and the 
 improved gross profit in particular had a positive effect on ear-
nings compared to the previous year. The EBITDAN margin 
amounted to 21.9 % in 2014 compared to 20.4 % in the previous 
year.

Scent & Care: Scent & Care generated an EBITDA of € 222.9 milli-
on in 2014. It was therefore 15 % higher than the previous year’s 
level of € 194.5 million. The EBITDA margin therefore amoun-
ted to 22.7 %, compared to 20.3 % in 2013. 

INCOME STATEMENT IN SUMMARY

€ million 2013 2014 Change in %

Sales 1,830.4 2,120.1 16

Cost of sales – 1,059.5 – 1,218.1 15

Gross profit 770.8 902.0 17

Gross margin in % 42.1 42.5  

Other operating income 16.1 29.1 81

Selling and marketing expenses – 290.0 – 340.4 17

Research and development expenses – 127.0 – 138.9 9

Administration expenses – 85.0 – 109.4 29

Other operating expenses – 1.8 – 4.6 155

Income from operations/EBITN1 283.1 337.9 19

1 for 2013: EBITN = EBIT

OVERVIEW OF EARNINGS

€ million 20131 2014 Change in %
Change in %  

at local currency

EBITDAN 373.1 464.5 24.5 26.7

EBITDAN margin  in % 20.4 21.9   

EBITN 283.1 337.9 19.3 21.9

EBITN margin in % 15.5 15.9   

1 for 2013: EBIT resp. EBITDA
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Flavor & Nutrition: The EBITDAN in the Flavor & Nutrition seg-
ment in 2014, adjusted for the one-off non-recurring specific 
 influences associated with the Diana acquisition, was significant-
ly higher than the previous year’s level (2013: € 178.6 million), re-
aching € 241.6 million. The EBITDAN margin amounted to 
21.2 %, compared to 20.5 % in the previous year.

Financial result: The financial result in 2014 of € -48.4 million 
represents a downgrade of € 11.1 million compared to 2013. The 
reasons for this relate on the one hand to one-off expenses 
connected to the financing of the Diana Group acquisition (€ 5 
 million) and an increased interest expense associated with the 
new borrowings used to finance the acquisition, namely the 
 Eurobond and the long-term syndicated loan. Furthermore, there 
were one-time negative valuation effects relating to the first-
time consolidation of Probi AB (€ -2.8 million). Interest expenses 
increased by € 7.9 million from € 33.8 million to € 41.7 million.

Taxes: In the 2014 fiscal year, tax expenses amounted to € 72.9 
million (2013: € 73.5 million). The resulting tax rate of 28.1 % is 
therefore below that of the previous year (29.9 %). In 2013, the tax 
rate was influenced by the creation of tax provisions for ongoing 
audits. An adequate provision for risk was made, as in previous 
years.

Net income and earnings per share: Net income adjusted for 
specific influences amounts to € 212 million, which corresponds 
to a normalized earnings per share of € 1.69. The net income in 
2014 including specific influences totaled € 185 million, € 13 mil-
lion, or 7 %, higher than in the previous year (2013: € 172 milli-
on). Earnings per share therefore improved by € 0.02 to € 1.48 
(2013: € 1.46) despite a higher number of shares.

Dividend proposal for 2014: The Executive Board and Superviso-
ry Board of  Symrise AG will propose the distribution of a divi-
dend of € 0.75 per share for the 2014 fiscal year at the Annual 
General Meeting on May 12, 2015.  Symrise views the dividend 
payment as being part of its corporate responsibility to continual-
ly achieve high yields for its shareholders and to enable 
shareholders to participate in the company’s success by means 
of an appropriate dividend.

FINANCIAL POSITION

Cash Flow and Liquidity Analysis

OVERVIEW OF CASH FLOW

€ million 2013 2014

Cash flow from operating activities 274.8 343.2

Cash flow from investing activities – 145.8 – 476.8

Cash flow from financing activities – 99.8 195.4

Liquid funds (Dec. 31) 135.3 199.2

Cash flow from operating activities amounted to € 343.2 million 
in 2014, about € 68.4 million more than in the previous year 
(€ 274.8 million). The primary reasons were the improved opera-
ting result and the consolidation of the Diana companies. The 
cash flow rate relative to sales thus was about 16 %.

Cash outflow from investing activities was up about € 331.1 milli-
on to € 476.8 million. It primarily relates to payments for 
 business combinations minus liquid funds. Due to the cash capi-
tal increase performed in connection with the acquisition 
(€ 401.4 million), the cash flow from financing activities amoun-
ted to € 195.4 million. The cash flow from financing activities 
also includes dividends paid in 2014 amounting to € 84.4 million, 
net interest payments to financial institutes totaling € 63.1 
 million (previous year: € 22.3 million) and the repayment of bank 
loans of € 51.7 million (previous year: € 1 million). The interest 
payments to financial institutions contain € 40.5 million that 
were due as repayment for the Diana Group’s existing financ-
ing obligations. All payment obligations were fulfilled in the 
fiscal year. There were no shortfalls in liquidity during the year 
nor are any expected in the foreseeable future. The company has 
sufficient credit lines available for realizing the corporate strat-
egy.

Investments and Acquisitions
The  Symrise Group invested € 101 million in intangible assets 
and property, plant and equipment in the 2014 fiscal year, after 
spending € 143 million in the previous year. The € 143 million 
from the previous year contains € 71.5 million in intangible 
 assets from the business combination of the American Belmay 
Group.

Around € 11 million was spent on intangible assets (2013: € 81 
million). This mainly consisted of investments in software, 
 primarily SAP applications, as well as patents and registration of 
chemicals according to the European chemicals directive. 
 Investments in property, plant and equipment amounted to 
approximately € 91 million (previous year: € 62 million). These 
mainly concerned investments in capacity expansions as well as 
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replacements in the mass spectrometry in research. Furthermo-
re, the increase in comparison to the previous year is also due to 
the expanded scope of consolidation.

 Symrise AG successfully completed the takeover of the Diana 
Group in July 2014. From that date, the Diana Group has been ful-
ly consolidated and included in the consolidated financial state-
ments. The capital expenditure totals approximately € 1.3 billion.

Furthermore, the previously associated company Probi AB, Swe-
den, has been fully consolidated in the consolidated financial 
statements from April 29, 2014, pursuant to the new provisions 
specified in IFRS 10.

The most important investment in the Scent & Care segment was 
the expansion of chemical production in the Cosmetic Ingre-
dients and Aroma Molecules divisions with a volume of € 8 milli-
on. In the Flavor & Nutrition segment, the capacity expansion of 
 extraction and distillation as well as spray-drying and the expan-
sion of production in Madagascar were the largest projects, 
 accounting for an investment volume of € 5 million. All of the 
projects were funded through operating cash flow.

NET ASSETS

Select Balance Sheet Items
Total assets as of December 31, 2014, increased compared to the 
previous year by € 1,790 million to € 4,000 million (December 
31, 2013: € 2,210 million). This mainly resulted from the intan-
gible assets purchased as part of the acquisition of the Diana 
Group, including the acquired goodwill.

Intangible assets amounted to € 2,034 million as of the repor-
ting date for 2014 and were therefore significantly above the 
previous year level (December 31, 2013: € 812 million). The item 
 accounts for 60 % of our assets. Intangible assets include goodwill 
acquired through business combinations amounting to € 1,091 
million (December 31, 2013: € 491 million), as well as recipes 
and technology, customer bases, trademarks, software, patents 
and other rights amounting to € 943 million (December 31, 2013: 
€ 321 million). Property, plant and equipment amounted to 
€ 640 million at the end of 2014 (December 31, 2013: € 440 mil-
lion) and mainly contains land and buildings as well as plants 
and machinery. Compared to the previous year (December 31, 
2013: € 369 million), inventories increased € 28 million to 
€ 485 million when taking scope of consolidation additions into 

OVERVIEW OF THE STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2014 in € million 
(Change compared to previous year’s reporting date, in %)
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consideration (€ 88 million). The increase in inventories was 
 primarily driven by the substantial rise in sales, which also led 
to higher trade receivables (€ 421 million, December 31, 2013: 
€ 322 million) and trade payables (€ 214 million, December 31, 
2013: € 151 million) as of the reporting date. The additions in tra-
de receivables and trade payables related to changes in the sco-
pe of consolidation amounted to € 72 million and € 46 million res-
pectively. The ratio of working capital to pro forma sales thus 
decreased by one percentage point to 29 %. The  Symrise Group’s 
 liquidity amounted to € 199 million as of December 31, 2014 
(December 31, 2013: € 135 million). 

Current liabilities were higher than in the previous year at 
€ 560 million (December 31, 2013: € 328 million). This is es-
pecially due to the aforementioned increase in trade payables, 
current loan obligations and an increase in other liabilities 
 (employee-related liabilities and other tax liabilities). Non-cur-

rent liabilities increased by € 1,077 million to € 2,008 milli-
on. This includes non-current borrowings, which amounted to 
€ 1,245 million at the end of 2014, significantly higher than 
in the previous year (€ 507 million). This is particularly due to 
the issue of a new bond with a volume of € 500 million. Due 
in large part to comparatively low interest rates, provisions for 

pensions and similar obligations increased from € 332 million 
to € 474 million (interest rate for Germany: 1.9 %, December 31, 
2013: 3.5 %). 

The  Symrise Group’s equity increased to € 1,432 million (Decem-
ber 31, 2013: € 951 million) as of December 31, 2014 – mainly 
due to the capital increases carried out in 2014. A dividend of 
€ 83 million was paid out in the 2014 fiscal year for the year 
2013. As of the 2014 reporting date, the equity ratio was 36 % 
(December 31, 2013: 43 %).

Net debt

€ million 2013 2014

Borrowings 547.7 1,365.0

Cash and cash equivalents – 135.3 – 199.2

Net debt 412.4 1,165.8

Provisions for pensions and  
similar obligations 322.4 474.3

Net debt incl. provisions for pensions 
and similar obligations 744.8 1,640.1

The evaluation of compliance with the leverage covenants for the 
current and non-current borrowings is performed on the basis 
of the specifications in the various credit agreements. To deter-
mine the leverage covenants, the net debt is applied to the 
EBITDA(N) of the last 12 months. As information on the Diana 
Group based on the accounting standards used by  Symrise is 
only available for the second half of 2014, the EBITDAN of the 
Diana Group based on reporting in accordance with French 
 commercial law was used for the first six months to check that 
the leverage covenants had been adhered to. This amounts to 
net debt/EBITDAN of 2.2 and net debt incl. provisions for pen-
sions and similar obligations/EBITDAN of 3.2. One of  Symrise’s 
fundamental principles is to maintain a strong capital base in or-
der to retain the confidence of customers, investors and creditors 
and to be able to drive the future business development forward 
in a sustained manner. We focus on a capital structure that al-
lows us to cover our future potential financing needs at reason-
able conditions by way of the capital markets. This provides us 
with a guaranteed high level of independence, security and finan-
cial flexibility.

CAPITAL STRUCTURE

€ million

2013 2014

  in % of balance sheet total   in % of balance sheet total Change in %

Equity 951.1 43 1,432.2 36 51

Current liabilities 328.1 15 559.5 14 70

Non-current liabilities 931.3 42 2,008.1 50 116

Liabilities 1,259.4 57 2,567.6 64 104

Balance sheet total 2,210.4 100 3,999.8 100 81
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The financing structure changed in 2014, particularly due to the 
acquisition of the Diana Group. Alongside of two successful capi-
tal increases, a € 500 million Eurobond with a five-year term 
was also issued to finance the transaction. All of the remaining 
financing needs were covered by an amortizing loan for € 225 
million with a three-year term and the existing revolving credit 
line. 

From the Opportunities and Risk Report
PRINCIPLES
The  Symrise Group’s business activities offer a range of oppor-
tunities and, at the same time, are continually exposed to a num-
ber of risks. Opportunities relate to future developments or 
events that could lead to business performance exceeding the 
company’s set forecasts or goals. Accordingly, risks relate to 
 future developments or events that could lead to business perfor-
mance that does not meet the company’s forecasts or goals. 
 Seizing opportunities as well as recognizing and avoiding risks 
at an early stage continue to be of key importance for the further 
development of  Symrise in view of the increase size and comple-
xity stemming from the acquisition of the Diana Group in the 
2014 fiscal year. In taking advantage of opportunities, it is im-
portant that an acceptable risk profile is maintained. By means 
of appropriate guidelines, we ensure that risk assessments are 
taken into account in the Executive Board’s decision-making 
processes from the very beginning.  Symrise uses its own guide-
lines and models to regulate the processes of risk management 
and provide employees with a firm foundation for dealing with 
risks. Every six months, all Group companies are instructed to ve-
rify the risks identified in their risk reporting and to make the 
nec essary assessments and adjustments using the stipulated 
 countermeasures. The effectiveness of implemented measures 
is checked as part of internal corporate audits. To minimize the 
 financial effects of remaining risks, we acquire insurance if this 
is deemed economically sensible.

The following describes the opportunities and risks that could 
have a significant impact on the  Symrise Group’s net assets, fi-
nancial position and results of operations in greater detail. If no 
segment is explicitly highlighted, the reporting of opportunities 
and risks applies to both segments equally. 

OPPORTUNITIES MANAGEMENT
The  Symrise corporate culture attaches importance to entrepre-
neurial thinking and acting. We value a high degree of respon-
sibility in our employees. Therefore, in addition to the Executive 
Board, we encourage all  Symrise employees, regardless of their 
area and scope of responsibility, to continuously seek and take 

advantage of opportunities. Group companies are urged to iden-
tify opportunities on an operative level which, for example, arise 
within the framework of an operational activity or due to im-
proved market conditions, and to realize these opportunities with 
the aim of achieving results that go beyond the scope of plan-
ning. Strategic opportunities are recorded in the two segments 
and in the Corporate Center. They are evaluated and plans are 
made to exploit them.  Symrise’s Executive Board is also respon-
sible for discussing strategic opportunities on a regular basis. 
The risk management system that was established across the 
 Symrise Group a few years ago is currently being expanded 
into a risk and rewards management system. This will result in 
the opportunities already being observed and integrated into 
strategic actions in the various segments of the Group being sys-
tematically registered with the company’s risks. The exploitati-
on of and reporting on opportunities benefits the network of 
 officers within the Group that have already been reporting the 
risks in their segments for years as part of the risk management 
system.

I – low < 10 % of sales
II – medium 10 – < 20 % of sales
III – high 20 – 40 % of sales
IV – very high > 40 % of sales

1 – low 0 to 24 %
2 – medium 25 to 49 %
3 – high 50 to 74 %
4 – very high 75 to 100 %

Likelihood

Impact

Impact

Likelihood

IV

1 2 3 4

III

II

I

3

2

1
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RISK MANAGEMENT
The risk management system at  Symrise is based on the frame-
work of generally recognized standards (ISO 31000) and extends 
across all Group companies and business units. In the 2014 
 fiscal year, a risk assessment was performed for the companies 
in the Diana division. The Group-wide coordination of risk 
 assessment occurs in the Corporate Center within the “Risk Ma-
nagement” department. Risk reports are drawn up for the indi-
vidual companies and are then compiled into a current overview 
of the risk situation at the Group level. This Group risk report 
is passed on to the Executive Board and Supervisory Board of 
 Symrise AG twice a year. There, potential risks are identified 
and classified according to their effect on profits (net method) as 
well as the probability of their occurrence.

The classification of all individual risks of each company in 
terms of their effect on the sales or “impact” (“low”, “medium”, 
“high” or “very high”) along with the probability of their occur-
rence or “likelihood” (also “low”, “medium”, “high” or “very high”) 
is used to determine whether a risk is to be considered as “low”, 
“medium” or “high”. The classes for “impact” break down as fol-
lows: An effect of less than 10 % of the reporting unit’s annual sa-
les is classified as “low”, 10 to 20 % of sales as “medium”, 20 to 
40 % of sales as “high” and over 40 % of sales as “very high”. 
 Similarly, their “likelihood” is classified as “low” if its probability 
of occurrence is determined to be between 0 and 24 %, “medium” 
if it is between 25 and 49 %, “high” if it is between 50 and 74 % 
and “very high” if it is 75 % or higher.

The charts show how risks are finally classified (either as “low”, 
“medium” or “high”) depending on their “impact” and “like-
lihood”. For example, the risk represented in field 1 would recei-
ve an overall classification of “low” as its impact is below 10 % of 
sales and its likelihood below the 25 % threshold. A risk in field 2 
would receive a “medium” classification as it has an impact bet-
ween 10 and 20 % of sales and a likelihood between 25 and 49 %. 
However, a risk in field 3 would receive a “high” classification 
as it has an impact between 20 and 40 % of sales and a likelihood 
between 50 and 74 %. The chart testifies of a high risk awareness 
and commercial prudence with the greatest number of fields 
being designated as high risks. Only 2 % of the risks from across 
the Group listed in the current risk report are classified as “high” 
risks at the level of the individual company, and only 9 % are 
classified as “medium” at the level of the individual company.

Alongside of the purely mathematical classification described 
above, identified risks are also classified qualitatively accor-
ding to their risk type as well as by the business unit and activi-
ties affected. In addition, appropriate control mechanisms and 
the employees responsible for them are listed. As a result, the risk 
report also forms the basis for managing risks as well as for 
 examination by the Group’s Corporate Audit. Additionally, the 
risk assessment is compared with the company’s strategy and 
the goals it derived from that strategy. The Executive Board in-
forms the Supervisory Board or the auditing committee of the 
 Supervisory Board and decides on additional measures for 
handling risks. Reporting thresholds for risks are oriented to-
ward the financial effects on Group companies as well as the 
probability of the risk occurring. If a risk exceeds a certain re-
porting threshold, the Executive Board is informed immedia-
tely. These are risks that appear suddenly and have at least a 
medium to high probability of negatively impacting a Group com-
pany’s earnings by at least € 5 million or its annual sales by at 
least 20 %. Similarly, a “hazard alert” is declared if a legal risk or 
compliance risk is discovered that was not previously contained 
in the  regular risk reports submitted to  Symrise AG’s Executive 
Board.

OVER ALL ASSESSMENT OF OPPORTUNIT Y 
AND RISK SITUATION
In comparison to other sectors of industry and companies, 
 Symrise’s business model and that of the Diana Group, which was 
acquired during the 2014 fiscal year, have an above-average 
 potential for opportunities thanks to increasing private consump-
tion and wealth across the globe. Many products serve to ful-
fill various basic human needs and desires, such as “health” and 
“youthful appearance,” that exist in every part of the world. 
The dynamic growth and high profitability of  Symrise shows that 
these opportunities have been successfully taken advantage of. 
We will continue to follow this strategy in the future.

The entirety of the risks and rewards reported are assessed for 
possible aggregation effects for the  Symrise Group. All relevant 
risks and rewards are uniformly evaluated across the Group 
from a quantitative and qualitative perspective in the dimensions 
of their degree of the impact on business operations, the Group’s 
financial position and results of operations and their probability 
of occurrence.
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The evaluation and the handling of the risks is performed at 
the level of the individual company, as this corresponds to the 
decentralized business and management model of the  Symrise 
Group. In the Group risk assessment, we have aggregated at the 
level of the respective categories and assigned the following 
amounts (for their respective impact on result after taxes) to the 
qualifications “low”, “medium” and “high”:

 “Low” corresponds to an amount up to € 20 million.

 “Medium” corresponds to an amount between greater than 
€ 20 million and € 100 million.

 “High” corresponds to an amount greater than € 100 million.

These bandwidths are to be understood as the product of sales 
 impact, probability of occurrence and EBITDA margin of risks, 
which corresponds to the methods described in the section Risk 
Management with respect to risks at the level of the individual 
companies.

The following risk profile for the  Symrise Group in 2014 was 
 established from the existing risk report and according to the 
methodology described:

Risk Profile Group Risk Classification

Business Environment and Industry Risks Low

Corporate Strategic Risks Low

Economic Performance Risks Low

Product Risks Low

Procurement Risks Low

Operating Risks Low

Financial Risks Low

Credit Risk Low

Liquidity Risk Low

Interest and Currency Risks Low

Tax Risk Low

Personnel Risks Low

Legal Risks Low

Compliance Risks Low

IT Risks Low

Based on the information currently available, we see no risk 
that could pose a threat to the continued existence of the compa-
ny. Since the existing risk reporting and the Integrated Man-
agement System were supplemented by a system of integrated in-
ternal controls and effectiveness checks, the company expects 
to continue to meet all requirements in the future business en-
vironment and in view of changing legal regulations.

General Statement on the Company’s Economic 
Situation

The Executive Board regards the  Symrise Group’s economic 
 situation as positive. In 2014, we were again able to substantially 
increase our sales and net income. The company’s financing is 
 ensured for the medium term. Financial stability is sufficient in 
every way, even when considering the financing of the Diana 
 acquisition. Pending the passing of the resolution at the Annual 
General Meeting,  Symrise AG shareholders will participate in 
the company’s success by receiving a higher dividend than in the 
previous year.

Outlook
FUTURE GENER AL CONDITIONS
The future development of the world economy in 2015 is not ex-
pected to have a major positive or negative effect on  Symrise’s 
business performance. The IMF forecasts a growth of 3.5 % in glo-
bal economic output for the current year – only slightly higher 
than that of the previous year (3.3 %). It expects a continued slow-
down in China’s growth to 6.8 %, which will likely have some im-
pact on those engaging in trade with Asia’s largest eco-
nomy. Economic output in Russia is expected to fall by 3.0 %. By 
contrast, the US economy is projected to grow 3.6 % while the eu-
rozone is likely to see further reserved growth of a modest 
1.2 %. However, this global snapshot is fraught with considerab-
le risks: many of the political crises remain unresolved, the eu-
rozone is facing new challenges from the ongoing debt problems 
in some countries and much lower oil prices could lead to uphea-
vals in the world economy.

The AFF market relevant for  Symrise reached a volume of € 20.5 
billion in 2014. Of this amount, the sub-market for flavorings 
and fragrances accounts for about € 16.6 billion according to the 
most recent estimates by IAL Consultants (9th edition, Nov. 
2014) while, according to our own estimates, the sub-market for 
aroma chemicals and cosmetic ingredients accounts for about 
€ 3.9 billion.  Symrise’s long-term estimate is for an annual, aver-
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age growth rate of about 2 to 3 % for the sub-markets for flavor-
ings and fragrances. Particularly the markets in Latin America 
and Asia could perform above average.

For the 2015 fiscal year, we also expect a high degree of volatility 
for raw material costs, as in the previous year. The fluctuations 
observed in individual markets point to very different develop-
ments depending on the raw materials segment. Based on estima-
tes for each raw materials segment,  Symrise has selected diffe-
rent contract periods or spot sourcing in order to optimize costs 
and predictability. This is accompanied by an optimization of 
the raw materials portfolio. Particularly high volatility is expec-
ted in 2015 in the areas of citrus derivatives, spices and special 
natural chemicals (in particular due to the stricter definition of 
“EU–Naturalness”). In addition, the situation with citral and 
terpene derivatives is mixed due to increasing demand, 
 especially in the emerging markets. For instance, some shortages 
and therefore increasing prices are to be expected with the 
 citral derivatives, while prices for terpene derivatives should re-
main stable thanks to sufficient availability. In the areas of 
 menthols,  Symrise’s good positioning with our backward integra-
tion is working.

For the 2015 fiscal year, a moderate development of energy 
costs is to be expected. This is a result of the declining price of 
oil, which has been falling since the summer of 2014 and is 
 likely to continue in 2015. With energy prices, the lower procure-
ment prices on the EEX energy exchange and a dropping EEG 
tax should also lead to slight relief.  Symrise aims to positively in-
fluence the company’s energy costs with a combination of  
different measures for procuring electricity and a robust energy 
management system.

FUTURE CORPOR ATE DE VELOPMENT
For 2015,  Symrise is reaffirming its long-term growth and prof-
itability goals. The Group remains confident that it will continue 
to grow at a faster pace than the relevant market for fragrances 
and flavors. According to our own estimates and corporate data, 
the AFF market is expected to grow by 2 to 3 % worldwide for 
the current year. Both segments, Scent & Care and Flavor & Nutri-
tion, each continue to expect sales growth at local currency 
 notably above the market rate. 

The strict cost management and focus on high-margin business 
will be continued to further increase earnings. This includes ini-
tiatives such as consistent price management and the develop-
ment of innovative products and technologies. Assuming that raw 
materials prices remain at the level of 2014 and exchange rates 
do not change significantly from 2014, the company once again 
anticipates an EBITDA margin of about 20 % for both segments 
in 2015. The ratio of net debt (including provisions for pensions 
and similar obligations) to EBITDA should be below 3.0 in 2015. 
In the medium-term, we are aiming for a return to our targeted 
debt range of 2.0 to 2.5. 

The company will continue its earnings-oriented dividend policy 
and give its shareholders an appropriate share in its success in 
the future as well.

GENER AL STATEMENT ON THE COMPANY ’S E XPECTED 
DE VELOPMENT
The Executive Board at  Symrise AG sees the company as being 
optimally positioned to continue developing in core segments 
and growth regions. We view the achievement of our set goals as 
confirmation of our proven strategy. These successes motivate 
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us for the upcoming year. The three pillars of our strategy remain 
unchanged. They stand for the continued improvement of our 
competitive position and the sustainable expansion of our busi-
ness.

 Growth: We strengthen our cooperation with our customers 
around the world and expand our business in the emerging 
markets. 

 Efficiency: We constantly work to improve our processes 
and concentrate on products with a high level of value creation. 
We work cost-consciously in every division. 

 Portfolio: We tap into new markets and segments. To achieve 
this, we continue to expand our expertise in the areas of nutri-
tion and care.

In 2014,  Symrise tapped into additional growth potential thanks 
to the acquisition of Diana.  Symrise aims to grow primarily 
 organically, however. Where it is sensible and creates added 
value, we will also – as was the case with Diana – make acquisi-
tions or forge strategic alliances to ensure ourselves access to new 
technologies, new markets and customers or to ensure that we 
can obtain scarce raw materials.

Corporate Governance Statement

The Corporate Governance Statement has been made available 
on  Symrise AG’s website at www. symrise.com/investors/

corporate-governance/corporate-governance-statement- and-

corporate-governance-report.
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T€ 2013
2014  

normalized
Specific influ-
ences M & A*

Specific influ-
ences PPA** 2014

Sales 1,830,386 2,120,107 0 0 2,120,107

Cost of sales – 1,059,548 – 1,218,093 – 3,816 – 9,795 – 1,231,704

Gross profit 770,838 902,014 – 3,816 – 9,795 888,403

      

Other operating income 16,065 29,064 0 0 29,064

Selling and marketing expenses – 289,964 – 340,403 – 4,800 0 – 345,203

Research and development expenses – 126,995 – 138,888 – 462 0 – 139,350

Administration expenses – 85,028 – 109,369 – 10,911 0 – 120,280

Other operating expenses – 1,789 – 4,554 0 0 – 4,554

Income from operations/EBIT 283,127 337,864 – 19,989 – 9,795 308,080

      

Financial income 1,522 2,746 0 0 2,746

Financial expenses – 38,795 – 43,290 – 7,826 0 – 51,116

Financial result – 37,273 – 40,544 – 7,826 0 – 48,370

      

Income before income taxes 245,854 297,320 – 27,815 – 9,795 259,710

Income tax expense – 73,519 – 83,908 7,698 3,267 – 72,943

      

Net income 172,335 213,412 – 20,117 – 6,528 186,767

of which attributable to the shareholders of Symrise AG 172,335 211,645 – 20,117 – 6,528 185,000

of which attributable to non-controlling interests 0 1,767 0 0 1,767

      

Earnings per share (€)      

- diluted and basic 1.46 1.69   1.48

* One-time effects in M & A include the one-off non-recurring specific influences from transaction and integration costs as well as one-off valuation effects related to business combinations of Diana and 
Probi (see note 27).

** As part of the purchase price allocation for Diana, the acquired inventories were to be recognized at their fair values. This identification of hidden reserves was reversed in the fiscal year under review.

Consolidated Income Statement with Specific Influences from M & A and PPA Presented Separately
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Consolidated Statement of Financial Position

T€ December 31, 2013 December 31, 2014

ASSETS   

   

Current assets   

Cash and cash equivalents 135,343 199,228

Trade receivables 321,547 421,052

Inventories 368,567 484,690

Other assets and receivables 36,246 72,183

Financial assets 2,324 6,738

Current tax assets 8,341 11,576

 872,368 1,195,467

   

Non–current assets   

Deferred tax assets 46,192 81,294

Other assets and receivables 7,107 26,585

Financial assets 15,112 20,300

Investments in associates 15,082 0

Investment property 2,583 2,182

Intangible assets 812,356 2,034,325

Property, plant and equipment 439,622 639,683

 1,338,054 2,804,369

   

TOTAL ASSETS 2,210,422 3,999,836
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Consolidated Statement of Financial Position

T€ December 31, 2013 December 31, 2014

LIABILITIES   

   

Current liabilities   

Trade payables 150,799 213,527

Borrowings 40,999 120,319

Other liabilities 75,921 132,123

Other provisions 5,048 9,886

Financial liabilities 4,003 10,535

Current tax liabilities 51,332 73,171

 328,102 559,561

   

Non–current liabilities   

Borrowings 506,741 1,244,659

Other liabilities 1,987 4,417

Other provisions 14,538 18,940

Provisions for pensions and similar obligations 332,400 474,303

Financial liabilities 6,968 9,125

Deferred tax liabilities 68,399 240,914

Current tax liabilities 224 15,744

 931,257 2,008,102

   

TOTAL LIABILITIES 1,259,359 2,567,663

   

EQUITY   

Share capital 118,173 129,813

Capital reserve 970,911 1,375,957

Revaluation reserve 2,735 2,735

Fair value reserve – 12 31

Cash flow hedge reserve (currency hedges) 133 – 278

Reserve for remeasurements (pensions) – 80,543 – 169,159

Cumulative translation differences – 70,553 – 37,075

Accumulated profit 10,219 112,169

Symrise AG shareholders’ equity 951,063 1,414,193

Non–controlling interests 0 17,980

TOTAL EQUITY 951,063 1,432,173

   

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY 2,210,422 3,999,836
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FORWARD -LOOKING STATEMENTS

This Corporate Report contains forward-looking sta te ments that are based on current assumptions and forecasts by Symrise AG. 
The future course of business and the results actually achieved by Symrise AG and its affiliates are subject to a large number of risks 
and uncertainties and may therefore differ substantially from the forward-looking statements. Many of these factors are outside of 
Symrise AG’s sphere of influence and cannot be assessed in detail ahead of events. They include, for example, unfavorable develop-
ment of the global economy, a change in consumer behavior, and changes to laws, regulations and official guidelines. Should one 
of these uncertainty factors, named or otherwise, occur or should the assumptions on which the forward-looking statements are ba-
sed prove to be incorrect, the actual results may differ significantly from the results anticipated. Symrise undertakes no obligation 
to update forward-looking statements contin uously and to adjust them to future events or devel opments.
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